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We develop a dynastic human capital investment framework to study
the importance of family borrowing constraints and uninsured labor
market risk, as well as the process of intergenerational ability transmission, in determining human capital investments in children at different
ages. We calibrate our model to data from the Children of the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth. While the effects of relaxing any borrowing limit at a single stage are modest, eliminating all life-cycle borrowing limits dramatically increases investments, earnings, and intergenerational mobility. The impacts of policy changes at college-going ages
are greater when anticipated earlier, and shifting subsidies to earlier
ages increases aggregate welfare and human capital.

I. Introduction
The growing importance of parental income for child achievement and
educational attainment (Belley and Lochner 2007; Duncan and Murnane
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2011; Reardon 2011) raises serious questions about the capacity (or willingness) of disadvantaged families to make efficient investments in their children. In this paper, we investigate the importance of potential market failures—borrowing constraints and uninsured labor market risk—as well as
the process of intergenerational ability transmission in determining human capital investments in children at different ages. We also explore the
extent to which policies targeted to different ages can address these market failures, potentially improving economic efficiency, equity, and intergenerational mobility.
Sizable gaps in childhood investments and achievement by parental income are already evident at early ages and persist (Carneiro and Heckman 2002; Cunha et al. 2006; Caucutt, Lochner, and Park 2017). Kaushal,
Magnuson, and Waldfogel (2011) find that families in the bottom family
expenditure quintile spend 3% of their total expenditures on educational
enrichment items, while families in the top quintile spend 9%. Parental
time is also an important input for a young child’s development that poor
parents may be unable to afford (Del Boca, Flinn, and Wiswall 2014; Mullins 2016). For example, Guryan, Hurst, and Kearney (2008) show that
higher-educated parents spend more time on child care than less educated
parents, whether or not one controls for employment status.
Several factors are thought to contribute to these investment and
achievement gaps by parental income, yet little is known about their relative importance. Child learning ability is surely correlated with parental
income because of intergenerational ability transmission. However, evidence that exogenous increases in family income lead to additional investments in children and higher child achievement (Milligan and Stabile 2011; Dahl and Lochner 2012; Løken, Mogstad, and Wiswall 2012;
Jones, Milligan, and Stabile, forthcoming) and that the marginal returns
to early-childhood investments exceed the return on savings (Cunha et al.
2006; Barnett and Masse 2007; Heckman et al. 2010; Heckman and Kautz
2014), especially among the poor, indicates that other factors must also
play an important role in child development. Although parental tastes
for investing in their children could generate the causal effects of income
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on investment and achievement, they cannot explain the high marginal
returns to those investments (Caucutt, Lochner, and Park 2017). Instead,
the high returns suggest that credit market frictions and/or uninsurable
risk distort investments in children, much as they distort consumption
and savings behavior (Meghir and Weber 1996; Alessie, Devereux, and
Weber 1997; Attanasio, Goldberg, and Kyriazidou 2008; Stephens 2008;
Dogra and Gorbachev 2016).1 Several of these consumption/savings studies find evidence consistent with (more) binding credit constraints among
young families, which can also explain why the timing of family income
(received early vs. late in a child’s development) affects educational outcomes (Aakvik, Salvanes, and Vaage 2005; Caucutt and Lochner 2006;
Carneiro et al. 2015).2 Caucutt, Lochner, and Park (2017) analytically
study which potential determinants of investment gaps by family income
are consistent with several stylized facts in the child development literature; however, they do not evaluate the relative importance of those determinants for the observed gaps and intergenerational mobility.3
This paper develops a dynastic model of early and late human capital
investments in children to study and quantify the importance of intergenerational ability transmission, labor market uncertainty, and borrowing constraints over the life cycle and across generations. Our analysis starts
with the recognition that investment in human capital is a multistage process that begins early in life.4 As a result, we model human capital investment as an intergenerational family problem.5 Our model accounts for the
fact that later investments build on earlier investments, that early-childhood
investments are made by young parents at the beginning of their careers,
and that desired borrowing may differ substantially over the life cycle and
across families.
In our framework, young parents make early investments in their children and provide them with consumption. These parents, who are subject to earnings shocks, make their own consumption choices and borrow
1
Applying methods used in the consumption literature to childhood investment allocations, Carneiro and Ginja (2016) estimate that investments respond to permanent income
shocks but not transitory shocks.
2
Carneiro and Heckman (2002) is an exception in finding no significant differences in
the effects of income on college enrolment based on when income was earned.
3
In complementary work, Cunha (2014) estimates a static one-period early-investment
model to study the extent to which several of these factors explain racial differences in early
investment.
4
See, e.g., Todd and Wolpin (2003, 2007), Restuccia and Urrutia (2004), Cunha et al.
(2006), Cunha and Heckman (2007, 2008), Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach (2010), Cunha
(2013), Del Boca, Flinn, and Wiswall (2014), Gayle, Golan, and Soytas (2014), Agostinelli
and Wiswall (2016), Mullins (2016), Attanasio, Meghir, and Nix (2017), Attanasio et al. (2017),
and Lee and Seshadri (2019).
5
See, e.g., Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986), Glomm and Ravikumar (1992), Galor and Zeira
(1993), Aiyagari, Greenwood, and Seshadri (2002), Caucutt and Kumar (2003), Restuccia and
Urrutia (2004), Cunha and Heckman (2007, 2008), Gayle, Golan, and Soytas (2014), and Lee
and Seshadri (2019).
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or save to intertemporally allocate resources. Constraints on their borrowing may limit consumption and investments in young children. Older
children make additional investments in themselves (e.g., college), using
their own earnings, transfers from their parents, and student loans to
cover schooling costs and consumption. Again, choices may be affected
by imperfect credit markets and labor market uncertainty. Older parents
must decide how much to transfer to their college-age children and how
much to borrow or save for their own current and future consumption.
Once a child leaves the home to establish his own family, parents continue to work, save, and consume until retirement. This cycle repeats itself, as young adults grow into parenthood.
We posit that a child’s ability depends on his parent’s ability and human
capital. This relationship, along with market frictions, accounts for the
sizable investment gaps by parental income produced by the model. We
find that children with parents in the top income quartile receive about
$3,000/year more in early investments and nearly $8,000/year more in
late investments relative to those in the bottom income quartile. Conditioning on child ability indicates that 15%–25% of these gaps is due
to ability transmission, leaving the remainder to be driven by market
frictions.
Consistent with the analyses of Cunha et al. (2006) and Cunha and Heckman (2007), we show that dynamic complementarity in investment—the complementarity between early and late investments in human capital—plays
a central role in determining the impacts of family income, investment
subsidies, and borrowing constraints on investment over the life cycle.
When investments are sufficiently complementary, a policy that encourages investment at one stage of development will also tend to increase investment at other stages. This can present a challenge for families that are
severely constrained when their children are young. These families may be
unable to take advantage of college-age subsidies or loans, because the inability to invest early may render late investments unproductive.
An important consequence of dynamic complementarity is that studying the impacts of a policy change exclusively in the period it is enacted
can be misleading. For example, a large literature considers the effects
of college-age policies on schooling and labor market outcomes holding
early investment and adolescent achievement levels fixed.6 The degree
of dynamic complementarity we calibrate suggests that these policies
6
See, e.g., structural analyses, including Keane and Wolpin (1997, 2001), Cameron and
Heckman (1998), Heckman, Lochner, and Taber (1998), Caucutt and Kumar (2003),
Hanushek, Leung, and Yilmaz (2003), Cameron and Taber (2004), Johnson (2013), Hai and
Heckman (2017), Navarro and Zhou (2017), and Abbott et al. (2019). Quasi-experimental
studies studying changes or differences in tuition or aid levels on college-going also implicitly hold early-investment behaviors fixed (e.g., van der Klaauw 2002; Dynarski 2003;
Kane 2007).
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affect not only college-going but also earlier investments in children.7 Our
quantitative analysis highlights that ignoring these earlier investment responses can lead researchers to substantially underestimate the total wage
impact of college-age investment subsidies. We also show that when parents of college-age children experience a large, unanticipated income
windfall or loss, the impacts on child outcomes appear to be small, consistent with evidence from Bulman et al. (2017) and Hilger (2016) on the
impacts of lottery winnings and paternal job loss, respectively. However,
we demonstrate that the effects are much larger if the income transfer is
anticipated and parents can adjust early investments accordingly. Longrun differences in family income are likely to produce much greater differences in child investments and labor market outcomes than is suggested
by empirical analyses exploiting “exogenous shocks” to family resources
during adolescence.
The timing of borrowing constraints can interact with dynamic complementarity in investment in a way that masks the importance of credit
market frictions when focusing on limits at only one stage of development at a time. Individuals would like to adjust both early and late investments together because of complementarity, but relaxing one constraint
does not help with (and can even exacerbate) the distortions caused by constraints at other ages. In our calibrated model, we find that no college-age
children borrow up to their limits, while 10%–15% of young and old parents do. The decisions of many more families are distorted by the possibility of binding constraints because of uncertainty about future income. Still,
our calibration implies no effect of expanding student loan opportunities
for old children, while increasing borrowing limits on either young or old
parents one at a time has only modest impacts on investment behavior.8 It
is tempting to conclude from this that borrowing constraints are unimportant. However, we find that eliminating all life-cycle borrowing constraints simultaneously would generate substantial increases in investments and earnings, while shrinking the intergenerational correlation in
human capital by one-quarter.
Keane and Wolpin (2001) and Johnson (2013) highlight the importance of parental transfers in explaining differential schooling outcomes
by socioeconomic background; however, much of the schooling-choice
literature treats parental transfers as exogenous. By endogenizing parental transfers, we account for the fact that parents respond to different policies by adjusting transfers to their children. Furthermore, our dynastic
7
Our calibrated measure of dynamic complementarity is consistent with indirect evidence discussed in Cunha et al. (2006) and estimates by Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach
(2010) and Cunha (2013).
8
Consistent with these results, other recent studies estimating structural life-cycle models of schooling and labor supply in the presence of borrowing constraints estimate small
effects of expansions in student loans on college attendance (Keane and Wolpin 2001;
Johnson 2013; Hai and Heckman 2017; Navarro and Zhou 2017; Abbott et al. 2019).
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approach to human capital investment enables us to study dynamic effects
of lasting economic policies that are often ignored. We simulate the longrun effects of permanent policy changes in addition to the short-run effects typically measured in empirical studies. While short-run effects are
based on the current distributions of wealth and human capital in the population, long-run effects take into account changes in these distributions
over time.
Our analysis of investments throughout childhood and adolescence
complements several other recent studies, most notably Cunha and Heckman (2007), Cunha (2013), and Del Boca, Flinn, and Wiswall (2014).
Cunha and Heckman (2007) develop a similar dynastic framework of early
and late investments, emphasizing several key features of the technology
of skill formation (especially dynamic complementarity). While they also
discuss the implications of borrowing constraints for early and late investments, we provide several new theoretical results and a careful quantitative analysis. Cunha (2013) develops and estimates a dynastic model of
human capital investment throughout childhood. Introducing idiosyncratic labor market risk, he focuses primarily on the impacts of imperfect
insurance markets on human capital investment behavior. We consider
a similar economic environment with fewer investment periods but several additional features central to our analysis of intergenerational ability transmission and life-cycle borrowing constraints (in addition to imperfect insurance). Finally, Del Boca, Flinn, and Wiswall (2014) explore
life-cycle investments in children with an emphasis on the relative importance of different parental time inputs, ignoring borrowing and savings
behavior altogether. Given our interest in intertemporal choices, we abstract from within-period choices across potential investment inputs
and instead model the skill-production technology flexibly in terms of
dynamic complementarity. A key contribution of our work is to quantify
the extent of life-cycle borrowing constraints, their interaction with dynamic
complementarity, and the resulting implications for intertemporal investment behavior.
This paper proceeds as follows. In section II, we develop a dynastic
model of human capital investment in children with borrowing constraints.
Allowing for two periods of investment, we analytically study the effects of
changes in family income in both periods. Key results provide testable empirical predictions about the relative importance of early versus late income for educational attainment, which we briefly examine using data
from the Children of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (CNLSY).
Our findings are broadly consistent with dynamic complementarity in investments and binding borrowing constraints for at least some families
when children are both young and old. We also analyze the effects of relaxing borrowing constraints at different child ages, demonstrating the
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importance of dynamic complementarity and the timing of constraints
for the qualitative nature of investment responses.
In section III, we extend the model to incorporate a number of other
features of the economic environment to facilitate a realistic quantitative
analysis. Most notably, we include earnings uncertainty, a direct effect of
parental human capital on intergenerational ability transmission, and government policies. We discuss identification and calibrate this model using
data from the CNLSY on parental income and wealth levels, educational
attainment by children and their parents, noisy measures of early investments in children, and the wage outcomes of children. We also explore a
number of counterfactual exercises aimed at understanding the determinants of intergenerational mobility and responses to family income/wealth
shocks.
In section IV, we simulate the impacts of various policy changes, including increases in borrowing limits, marginal investment subsidies, and publicly provided early investment. We consider the sensitivity of our quantitative results to alternative calibrations of our model in section V and
conclude in section VI.
II. Dynastic Model with Early and Late Investments
In this section, we develop a dynastic life-cycle human capital framework
to study analytically the behavior of human capital investment when borrowing constraints may limit the ability to smooth consumption over the
life cycle. In the next section, we generalize and extend this basic framework to facilitate an empirically based quantitative analysis.
We assume that people live through six periods in their lives: young and
old childhood (periods 1 and 2), young and old parenthood (periods 3
and 4), postparenthood (period 5), and retirement (period 6).9 Human
capital investment takes place in the first two periods (i.e., “childhood”),
followed by three periods of work and a period of retirement. Conceptually, investments may include various forms of goods inputs, such as computers and books, parental time in child development activities, formal
9
We abstract from fertility choice and timing, which may also be affected by and interact
with borrowing constraints. In response to husband job displacement (generating substantial earnings declines for at least 8 years), Lindo (2010) documents a small short-term increase in fertility followed by a decline over the next several years such that the total effect
over 8 years is slightly negative. In a life-cycle model of fertility and wealth accumulation,
Scholz and Seshadri (2009) conclude that poorer households are typically credit constrained longer than wealthier households, because poorer households have more children. As we show below (see table 1), maternal age at child’s birth and the number of siblings do not affect the linkages between parental income (at different child ages), maternal
education, and child investments—the key relationships used to calibrate our quantitative
model. See Gayle, Golan, and Soytas (2014) for a recent analysis of child investments with
endogenous fertility decisions.
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schooling, and other time inputs by older children. Our analysis is agnostic
about the form of investments, instead focusing on the intertemporal nature of skill production and investment choices throughout childhood.10
Parents consume, save, and make transfers to their children, who consume, invest in their own human capital, and save (during old childhood)
for their future. Children then grow up to become parents themselves,
with the cycle repeating. Assuming that parents are altruistic toward their
children, valuing their lifetime utility makes the problem dynastic in the
sense of Becker and Tomes (1986). The life cycle of different generations
in a dynasty is given by figure 1.
A.

Technology for Human Capital Production
and Earnings

Investments in young and old childhood are given by i1 and i 2, respectively.
These investments produce adult human capital:
h 5 vf ði1 , i 2 Þ:

(1)

The total factor productivity of investments, v, reflects a child’s ability to
learn as well as a parent’s ability to teach the child. Despite these different
interpretations, we typically refer to it as an individual’s learning productivity or ability. This learning productivity may vary across dynasties at any
point in time or within dynasties across generations, creating a potentially
important source of inequality and social mobility (Becker and Tomes
1979, 1986; Cunha and Heckman 2007).11 The human capital production
function f(⋅, ⋅) is strictly increasing and strictly concave in both of its arguments.12 To guarantee that appropriate second-order conditions hold in
the decision problems described below, we assume the following throughout our analysis:
Assumption 1. f122 < f11 f22 , and f12 > maxf f22 ðf1 =f2 Þ, f11 ð f2 =f1 Þg.
The first condition limits the degree of complementarity in investments
and ensures strict concavity of the production function. The second condition implies that the least costly way to produce additional human capital h is to increase both early and late investments. Most specifications for

10
We show in the online appendix that what we refer to as “investment” in each period
can be thought of as total investment expenditures in those periods, given the optimal
within-period allocation of expenditures across all inputs (e.g., parental time and goods
inputs as in Del Boca, Flinn, and Wiswall 2014 and Mullins 2016).
11
Variation in v may also reflect local differences in school quality or input prices (see
the online appendix).
12
Specifically, we assume that fj ði1 , i2 Þ > 0 and fjj ði1 , i 2 Þ < 0 for j 5 1, 2, where the subscript j denotes the partial derivative with respect to its j th argument. We also assume standard Inada conditions to ensure interior solutions.
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F IG . 1.—Generations of a dynasty

human capital production entail dynamic complementarity (i.e., f12 ≥ 0),
satisfying this condition.13
In our quantitative analysis below, we employ a CES (constant elasticity
of substitution) human capital production function of the form
f ði1 , i 2 Þ 5 ½ai b1 1 ð1 2 aÞi b2  ,
d=b

(2)

where a ∈ ð0, 1Þ, b < 1, and d ∈ ð0, 1Þ; however, our theoretical analysis
does not rely on any particular functional form. (Assumption 1 holds for
this production function.) We impose decreasing returns to scale (i.e.,
d < 1); otherwise, unconstrained individuals may want to invest an infinite amount.
Adult earnings depend on human capital acquired through childhood
investments. Given our emphasis on childhood human capital investment
(i.e., early-childhood and schooling investments), we assume that earnings grow exogenously after childhood:
Wj ðhÞ 5 wGj h,

for j ∈ f3, 4, 5g,

(3)

where w > 0 reflects the wage per unit of skill.14 Life-cycle growth in earnings implies G5 > G4 > G3 , where we normalize G3 5 1. In section III, we
introduce idiosyncratic period-specific shocks to adult earnings; however,
we abstract from this uncertainty throughout this section to simplify the
analysis.
Finally, we assume that older children earn W2 ≥ 0, which is assumed to
be independent of their ability and early investments. As discussed further below, W2 is meant to reflect potential earnings over ages 16–23, in

13
For prior evidence on the extent of dynamic complementarity, see Cunha et al.
(2006), Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach (2010), Cunha (2013), Agostinelli and Wiswall
(2016), Attanasio et al. (2017), and Attanasio, Meghir, and Nix (2017). Del Boca, Flinn,
and Wiswall (2014) and Mullins (2016) assume a Cobb-Douglas specification, implying a
modest degree of dynamic complementarity.
14
See Gayle, Golan, and Soytas (2014) and Lee and Seshadri (2019) for recent childhood investment models that incorporate adult skill accumulation through learning by doing and on-the-job investment, respectively.
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which case investments among old children include forgone earnings while
in school.
B. Preferences, Constraints, and Household Decisions
We assume time-separable preferences for consumption, where the time
discount rate b ∈ ð0, 1Þ and the utility function u(c) is strictly increasing,
strictly concave, and satisfies standard Inada conditions. Let r > 0 indicate the degree of altruism across generations. To explore the impacts of
exogenous income transfers to families on investments in children, we incorporate income transfers y3 and y4 to the parents of young and old children, respectively.
The gross rate of return on borrowing and saving is R ≥ 1. Assets saved
in period j are given by aj11 , and total borrowing (negative aj11 ) may be
limited by a restriction on debt carried over to the next period, Lj. During
retirement, individuals consume their savings and do not work.
We assume that young children cannot borrow or save themselves (i.e.,
a 2 5 0) and that young parents make investment and consumption decisions for their young children. Although old children make investment
decisions, we assume that it is their last period of financial interaction with
their parents, so there is no scope for strategic behavior. Given any level of
transfers from parents to children, both generations agree on how to allocate those resources to investment and consumption. Therefore, it is possible to write the entire family problem from the point of view of parents.15
To simplify the exposition, in this section, we assume that dynasties are
characterized by a single learning productivity v0 for all generations; however, we relax this assumption in our quantitative analysis below.16 Letting
prime superscripts denote the child’s variables, the problem facing a young
parent with a young child is described by the following value function:
V3 ða3 , hÞ 5

max

c3 ,c4 ,a4 ,a5 ,c10 ,c 02 ,i10 ,i 02 ,a 03

fuðc3 Þ 1 buðc4 Þ 1 b2 V5 ða5 , hÞ 1 r ðuðc10 Þ 1 buðc20 Þ

1 b2 V3 ða 03 , h 0 ÞÞg,
subject to
15
See Brown, Scholz, and Seshadri (2012) for an interesting analysis of tied and unrestricted transfers in a dynamic setting when children may wish to underinvest in their human capital, knowing that their parents will provide greater transfers later. The capacity for
parents to make tied transfers (i.e., transfers linked directly to human capital investments)
helps alleviate the potential for underinvestment.
16
It is straightforward to generalize the results of this section to account for stochastic v0
that follows a Markov process depending only on prior generations’ v values. As discussed
in greater detail below (see sec. III), allowing the distribution of v0 to also depend on parental human capital alters the problem in more fundamental ways.
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a4 5 Ra 3 1 W3 ðhÞ 1 y3 2 c3 2 c10 2 i10 ,
a30 1 a5 5 Ra 4 1 W4 ðhÞ 1 y4 1 W2 2 c4 2 c20 2 i 02 ,
a4 ≥ 2L 3 ,

(4)

a5 ≥ 2L 4 ,

(5)

a30 ≥ 2L 2 ,

(6)

h 0 5 v0 f ði 01 , i 02 Þ,

(7)

c3 ≥ 0, c4 ≥ 0, c10 ≥ 0, c20 ≥ 0, i10 ≥ 0, and i 02 ≥ 0. Because young children are
not allowed to borrow on their own, the only constraint on borrowing during early childhood/parenthood is that imposed on young parents. The
value function V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ in the maximization problem reflects the fact that
children grow up to become parents themselves and face the same general decision problem, making the problem one of overlapping dynasties
with parental altruism.
The problem facing a postparent with no child at home is a standard
life-cycle consumption/savings problem:
V5 ða5 , hÞ 5 maxfuðRa 5 1 W5 ðhÞ 2 a 6 Þ 1 buðRa 6 Þg:

(8)

a6

C. Consumption and Investment Behavior
Consumption allocations when parents and children coreside satisfy
u 0 ðc3Þ ≥ bRu 0 ðc4Þ, u 0 ðc4Þ ≥ bRu 0 ðc5Þ, u 0 ðc10 Þ ≥ bRu 0 ðc 02Þ, and u 0 ðc 02 Þ ≥ bRu 0 ðc3 Þ 5
bð∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ=∂a 03 Þ, where an inequality is strict if and only if the borrowing constraint for that period binds.17 That is, individuals efficiently
smooth consumption across periods when borrowing constraints are
nonbinding, while consumption growth is relatively high whenever borrowing constraints bind. Optimality also implies that u 0 ðc3 Þ 5 ru 0 ðc 01 Þ and
u 0 ðc4 Þ 5 ru 0 ðc 02 Þ, so families efficiently smooth consumption across generations within periods.18
0

17
Because individuals always wish to save for the retirement period, borrowing constraints are slack during postparenthood. Consequently, parental consumption is fully
smoothed once children leave the household; i.e., u 0 ðc5 Þ 5 bRu 0 ðc6 Þ.
18
Our quantitative analysis below incorporates an additional restriction that parents must
make nonnegative transfers to their children each period, which can distort intratemporal
allocations between parents and children. In this case, u 0 ðc4 Þ > ru 0 ðc20 Þ if and only if parental
transfers are constrained.
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First-order conditions for investment imply
u 0 ðc 01 Þ 5 b2
u 0 ðc 02 Þ 5 b

∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ 0
v f1 ði 01 , i 02 Þ,
∂h 0

∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ 0 0 0
v f2 ði 1 , i 2 Þ:
∂h 0

(9)
(10)

Taking the ratio of these equations reveals that optimal investment
equates the technical rate of substitution in the production of human capital with the marginal rate of substitution for consumption: f1 ði 01 , i 02 Þ=f2 ði 01 ,
i 02 Þ 5 u 0 ðc 01 Þ=ðbu 0 ðc 02 ÞÞ ≥ R.
As first noted by Becker (1975), unconstrained optimal investments
for an individual of ability v, denoted i1u ðvÞ and i 2u ðvÞ, equate the marginal
returns on investment to the return on savings: vx3 f1 ði1u ðvÞ, i 2u ðvÞÞ 5 R 2
and vx3 f2 ði u1 ðvÞ, i u2 ðvÞÞ 5 R, where x3 ; wð1 1 R 21 G4 1 R 22 G5 Þ is the discounted present value of an additional unit of human capital for a young
parent.19 Unconstrained families make investment choices to maximize
the discounted present value of lifetime earnings net of discounted investment costs, because they can freely borrow and save to allocate those
resources across family members and over time. As a consequence, unconstrained investments are independent of preferences, initial wealth,
parental earnings, and income transfers.
The separation between investment and consumption choices no longer exists when borrowing constraints restrict intertemporal allocations.
As the next proposition demonstrates, binding constraints on a household
typically lead to underinvestment in the child’s human capital. (See app. B
for proofs of all propositions.)
Proposition 1. Consider a child and his parent. (i) If and only if any
borrowing constraint for the child binds (i.e., a 03 5 2L 2 , a 04 5 2L 3 , or
a 05 5 2L 4 ) or his young parent’s borrowing constraint binds (i.e., a 4 5
2L3 ), then optimal early investment in the child is strictly less than the
unconstrained amount and adult human capital is strictly less than the unconstrained level. (ii) If any borrowing constraint for the child binds (i.e.,
a 03 5 2L 2 , a 04 5 2L 3 , or a 05 5 2L 4 ) and either (a) f12 > 0 or (b) his
young parent’s borrowing constraint does not bind (i.e., a 4 > 2L 3 ), then
optimal late investment is strictly less than the unconstrained amount.
A child who faces a binding borrowing constraint at any point, even later
in life, underinvests in human capital during early childhood. When
19
If an individual is unconstrained during his adult life (periods 3–5), then he does not
care in which form he holds his wealth: assets or human capital. He cares about only the
combined value: R a 3 1 x3 h. In this case, we can write V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ 5 v3 ðRa 03 1 x3 h 0 Þ. This implies that ∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ=∂a 03 5 Rv 03 and ∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ=∂h 0 5 x3 v 03 , so ð∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ=∂a 03 Þð1=RÞ 5
ð∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ=∂h 0 Þð1=x3 Þ. Combining this with u 0 ðc1 Þ 5 bRu 0 ðc2 Þ 5 b2 Rð∂V3 ða 03 , h 0 Þ=∂a 03 Þ and
eqq. (9) and (10) yields the unconstrained conditions. Constraints on future generations
have no bearing on these results.
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constraints bind, the returns to investment in the form of higher earnings
come in periods of plenty (i.e., when consumption levels are relatively
high), while costs must be paid when resources are scarce. This raises
the marginal cost relative to the marginal benefit of early investment. A
binding constraint on young parents discourages early-childhood investment for the same reasons; however, the constraint on old parents does
not, by itself, distort investment decisions for the child, because old children can borrow themselves (unless they are also constrained). When the
constraint on old parents binds, parents will transfer less to their children,
which distorts investments if and only if the children are also constrained
at that time or later.
If investments are complementary over time, then there is also underinvestment during old childhood if the child ever faces a binding constraint.
By contrast, if investments are substitutable over time (i.e., f12 ≤ 0), then
binding constraints on young parents could shift investment from early
to later stages of development. In this case, late investments in children
could exceed the unconstrained optimal amount.
The complementarity/substitutability of investments across periods not
only affects the impacts of borrowing constraints on investment but also
affects investment responses to changes in parental income. If investments
are substitutable, then families can shift investment from constrained periods to unconstrained periods with little sacrifice in terms of human capital accumulation. Their ability to do this diminishes as investments become more complementary. Letting HECði1 , i 2 Þ ; f12 ði1 , i 2 Þf ði1 , i 2 Þ=ð f1 ði1 ,
i 2 Þf2 ði1 , i 2 ÞÞ reflect Hicks’s partial elasticity of complementarity between
early and late investments, the following dynamic complementarity condition is important for a number of results below.20
Condition 1.
HECði 01 , i 02 Þ > 2

ð∂2 V3 ð2L 2 , h 0 Þ=∂h 02 Þh 0
:
∂V3 ð2L 2 , h 0 Þ=∂h 0

This condition requires that early and late investments be sufficiently
complementary relative to the amount of curvature in lifetime utility (as
of young parenthood) with respect to acquired human capital. If credit
constraints are nonbinding for the child throughout his adult life, then
the condition simplifies to
HECði 01 , i 02 Þ >

hc ,h
,
IESðc30 Þ
0
3

0

(11)

20
See Sato and Koizumi (1973) for a discussion of Hicks’s partial elasticity of complementarity and its relationship to other elasticity-of-substitution measures.
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where IESðcÞ ; 2u 0 ðcÞ=ðu 00 ðcÞcÞ is the consumption intertemporal elasticity of substitution and hc ,h ; ð∂c3 =∂hÞ=ðc3 =hÞ is the elasticity of period 3
consumption with respect to human capital.21 This inequality is more
likely to hold as q-complementarity between early- and late-investment
increases (as measured by Hicks’s partial elasticity of complementarity)
or as individuals become less concerned about maintaining smooth consumption profiles (as measured by the consumption intertemporal elasticity of substitution). Put another way, when individual preferences for
smooth consumption are strong, condition 1 requires strong dynamic
complementarity between early and late investments.
As noted above, changes in parental income have no effect on investments for unconstrained families. This is not the case for families facing
binding borrowing constraints. Among constrained families, changes in
parental income at different stages of child development have complicated effects on investment choices, depending on when income is received and the dynamic complementarity/substitutability of investments
in the production of human capital. The following proposition characterizes the impacts of changing income transfers y3 and y4 for a single
generation (i.e., parents of the child under consideration), leaving transfers to future generations unchanged. These results focus on the role of
income transfers but would apply equally to exogenous differences in
parental earnings (i.e., differences not directly related to the productivity of investments).
Proposition 2. Consider a child-parent pair. (i) If the parent is unconstrained when the child is young (i.e., a4 > 2L 3 ) but the borrowing
constraint binds for the child when old (i.e., a30 5 2L 2 ), then
3

∂i 01
∂i 0
∂i 01
5R 15
> 0;
∂y3
∂y4
∂ðR 21 y4 Þ
∂i 02
∂i 0
∂i 02
> 0;
5R 25
∂y3
∂y4
∂ðR 21 y4 Þ
∂h 0
∂h 0
∂h 0
5R
5
> 0:
∂y3
∂y4
∂ðR 21 y4 Þ
(ii) If the parent is borrowing constrained when the child is young (i.e.,
a4 5 2L3 ) but the child is not constrained later in life, then
21
The simplified condition of eq. (11) is obtained by recognizing that when borrowing
constraints (4) and (5) do not bind for the child when he grows up, it is straightforward to
show that ∂V3 ða3 , hÞ=∂h 5 wx3 u 0 ðc3 Þ and ∂2 V3 ða3 , hÞ=∂h 2 5 wx3 u 00 ðc3 ða3 , hÞÞð∂c3 ða3 , hÞ=∂hÞ.
For the CES production function given in eq. (2), Hicks’s partial elasticity of complementarity between early and late investments is simply ðd 2 bÞ=d. The condition cannot hold
for d ≤ b, but this rules out only very strong substitution between early and late investments
such that f12 ≤ 0.
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∂i10
> 0 and
∂y3

∂i10
< 0;
∂y4

∂i 02
> 0 ⇔ f12 > 0;
∂y3
∂h 0
> 0 and
∂y3
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and

∂i 02
< 0 ⇔ f12 > 0;
∂y4

∂h 0
< 0:
∂y4

(iii) If the parent is borrowing constrained when the child is young (i.e.,
a4 > 2L3 ) and the child is borrowing constrained when old (i.e., a30 5
2L 2 ), then
∂i 01
> 0;
∂y3

and

∂i 01
> 0 ⇔ condition 1 holds;
∂y4

∂i 02
> 0 ⇔ condition 1 holds;
∂y3
∂h 0
> 0 and
∂y3

and

∂i 02
> 0;
∂y4

∂h 0
> 0:
∂y4

We highlight two key implications of this proposition. First, if the parents of young children are unconstrained but the child is constrained
during late childhood, then investments depend only on the discounted
present value of family income transfers y3 1 R 21 y4 , not the timing of
income (conditional on discounting y4). Thus, the timing of parental
income affects child investments and human capital only when borrowing constraints limit the choices of young parents.22
Second, when young parents are borrowing constrained, investment responses to changes in income depend on when those changes take place,
the extent of dynamic complementarity, and whether later constraints
(for the child) also bind. While constrained early investment is always increasing in early income, it is not always increasing in income at later ages.
Because an increase in late income exacerbates the early-borrowing constraint, early investment is unambiguously decreasing in y4 when the child
is unconstrained at later ages. Families would like to consume some of the
increased late income in the earlier period; however, if the young parent is
borrowing constrained, they can do this only by reducing early investment. When only the early (i.e., young-parent) constraint binds, the impacts of income on late investment depend entirely on its effect on early

22
Because children themselves can borrow at older ages, the borrowing constraint for
old parents, by itself, has no bearing on the signs of the effects of income transfers on investments under the stated conditions.
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investment and whether early investment raises ( f12 > 0) or lowers ( f12 < 0)
the marginal return to late investment. Perhaps surprisingly, when f12 > 0
and only the early constraint binds, an increase in family income during
late childhood reduces skill investments in both periods. By contrast, when
constraints bind throughout childhood (for parents during early childhood and the child during late childhood), increases in income during either childhood period increase investment in both periods if and only if
there is sufficient dynamic complementarity.23
The results in proposition 2 can be explored empirically by estimating
the effects of early and late family income on educational attainment
(late investment, i 02 in the context of the model) using the random sample of children from the CNLSY—the same data used in the quantitative
analysis of our model below. Table 1 reports results from regressing educational attainment indicators on early and late family income, where income is measured in ten-thousands of year 2008 dollars and is averaged
over child ages 0–11 (early income) and 12–23 (late income) after income
is discounted each year back to the child’s birth.24 Estimates reported in
panel A control only for maternal education, while those in panel B also
control for other child and mother characteristics. Columns 1–4 report
results for specifications that measure family income using total reported
parental earnings, while columns 5–8 report results when using an adjusted “full” earnings measure that adjusts for the possibility that some
mothers may work part-time to spend more time investing in their children.25 The estimated effects are quite similar across specifications and
reveal that a $10,000 increase in annual early income significantly reduces
high school dropout (i.e., less than 12 years of schooling) rates by about
2.5 percentage points, while it increases college attendance (i.e., more
than 12 years of schooling) rates by as much as 4.6 percentage points. The
same increase in late income has smaller (and statistically insignificant)
effects on these education margins; however, the difference between the
effects of early and late income are consistently significant across specifications only for college attendance. Income at both early and late ages

23
A similar result can also be obtained when borrowing constraints bind during early
childhood and when the child becomes an adult, even if the child is unconstrained during
late childhood.
24
A discount rate of 5% is used. The assumptions and age ranges used here are consistent with those used below in the calibration of our model.
25
See the table note for details on control variables and calculation of “full” earnings.
Because NLSY mothers were aged 14–22 in 1979, many of their children are still young.
Thus, our sample sizes are smaller when looking at college attendance or completion at
age 24, compared with measures of high school dropout as of age 21. We also lose some
observations as a result of missing mother or child characteristics (panel B) or missing
measures of hours worked (cols. 5–8). See app. A for additional details on the CNLSY data
and our sample.

TABLE 1
Effects of Early and Late Income on Child Educational Attainment (Random Sample)
Earned “Full” Income

Earned Income
Sample Size
(1)

Early
Income
(2)

Later
Income
(3)

Equal Effects
(p-value)
(4)

Sample
Size
(5)

Early
Income
(6)

Later
Income
(7)

Equal Effects
(p-value)
(8)

2.011
(.006)
.014
(.010)
.025**
(.075)

.205

A. Controls Only for Maternal Education
High school dropout (ages 21–24)

2,273

Attended any college (ages 24 –27)

1,586

Graduated college (ages 24 –27)

1,586

High school dropout (ages 21–24)

2,190

Attended any college (ages 24 –27)

1,524

Graduated college (ages 24 –27)

1,524

2.026**
(.004)
.046**
(.007)
.028**
(.006)

2.009
(.006)
.015
(.009)
.024**
(.007)

.063

1,894

.037

1,336

.765

1,336

2.023**
(.005)
.045**
(.008)
.033**
(.059)

.044
.500

B. Control for Maternal Education and Child/Family Background
2.023**
(.005)
.040**
(.008)
.025**
(.006)

2.010
(.006)
.011
(.009)
.021**
(.007)

.173

1,835

.051

1,291

.778

1,291

2.022**
(.005)
.042**
(.008)
.032**
(.006)

2.012
(.006)
.008
(.010)
.021**
(.008)

.295
.035
.361

Note.—Income is in $10,000s (discounted present value) as of birth year. Estimates reported in panel A control only for maternal education, while
those in panel B also control for important child characteristics (year of birth, race/ethnicity, gender), mother characteristics (educational attainment;
whether she was a teenager when the child was born, living in an intact family at age 14, or foreign-born; and Armed Forces Qualifying Test scores), and
the average number of children in the household over child ages 0–6. Specifications in cols. 1–4 use total reported parental earnings to measure family
income, while those in cols. 5–8 use an adjusted “full” earnings measure that inflates earnings for mothers working less than 1,500 hours per year to its
1,500-hour equivalent. Early income reflects average discounted family income over child ages 0–11; late income reflects average discounted income over
ages 12–23. A discount rate of 5% is used to discount income to age 0.
** Statistically significant at the 5% level.
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raises college completion (i.e., 16 or more years of schooling) rates by 2–
3 percentage points.26
Interpreting these results through the lens of proposition 2 suggests
that, for at least some families, borrowing constraints are binding at both
early and late ages. Stronger estimated effects of early (relative to late) income on college attendance suggest that early constraints bind for at least
some young parents. The fact that attendance is not decreasing in late income further suggests that later constraints also bind and that early and
late investments are sufficiently complementary (part iii of proposition 2).
Results for high school dropout are broadly consistent with these same
conclusions. The finding that both early and late family income increase
college completion by similar amounts is consistent with either binding
early- and late-borrowing constraints coupled with sufficient dynamic complementarity (part iii of proposition 2) or constraints that bind only at
later ages (part i of proposition 2). Altogether, these empirical results demonstrate the practical value of proposition 2 in helping to identify the importance of borrowing constraints at different stages of development as
well as the extent of dynamic complementarity. A similar set of empirical
relationships are, therefore, used below in the calibration of our quantitative model.
We can also (theoretically) characterize the effects of borrowing constraints themselves on human capital investments.27 First, consider relaxing the constraint on older children (for a single generation).
Proposition 3. Consider a child who is borrowing constrained during late childhood (i.e., a 03 5 2L 2 ) but unconstrained later as an adult.
Then, ∂i 02 =∂L 2 > 0 and ∂h 0 =∂L 2 > 0; if the parent is unconstrained when
the child is young (i.e., a 4 > 2L 3 ) or condition 1 holds, then ∂i 01 =∂L 2 > 0.
Relaxing the child’s borrowing constraint during late childhood unambiguously increases late investment. If the parent’s constraint is nonbinding when the child is young or if early and late investments are sufficiently complementary, then any increase in late investment encourages
additional early investment as well. For sufficiently strong intertemporal
substitutability in investments, it is possible that early investment declines
when later borrowing opportunities are expanded if parents are constrained when the child is young. In this case, investment may shift from
early to late childhood. Still, children acquire more human capital.
26
Also using the CNLSY data, Carneiro and Heckman (2002) cannot reject that income
has the same effects on college enrolment regardless of the age at which it was received.
Our analysis benefits from a sample size that is roughly twice as large, allowing for greater
precision. Furthermore, because Carneiro and Heckman (2002) are more concerned with
the importance of borrowing constraints at college-going ages, they control for age 12
mathematics achievement levels, which might absorb much of the effect of early income.
27
Cunha and Heckman (2007) show how the early-borrowing constraint affects the ratio
of early to late investments but do not consider implications for investment levels.
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Next, consider relaxing the borrowing constraint on the parents of
young children.
Proposition 4. Consider a child whose parent is constrained when
the child is young (i.e., a4 5 2L 3 ). (i) If no other borrowing constraint
binds for the child, then ∂i 01 =∂L 3 > 0; ∂i 02 =∂L3 > 0 ⇔ f12 > 0; and ∂h 0 =
∂L 3 > 0. (ii) If the child is also borrowing constrained during late childhood (i.e., a 03 5 2L 2 ) and condition 1 does not hold, then ∂i 01 =∂L 3 > 0
and ∂i 02 =∂L 3 < 0.
When family choices are limited only by the young parent’s borrowing
constraint, relaxing it leads to an increase in early investment. This, in
turn, encourages late investment if and only if the marginal productivity
of late investment is increasing in early investment.
When both early (i.e., young parent’s) and late (old child’s) constraints
bind, relaxing the early constraint shifts resources from late to early childhood. With sufficient dynamic complementary, early and late investments
will move in the same direction. It is likely that investments will increase,
but the increases will tend to be modest, because the intertemporal shift
in resources raises the cost of investing late. If the production technology
is such that small changes in early investment must be matched with large
changes in late investment, it is possible that relaxing the early-borrowing
constraint (thereby tightening the late-borrowing constraint) could cause
families to reduce investment in both periods. By contrast, if investments
are sufficiently substitutable over time (i.e., condition 1 does not hold),
then shifting resources from late to early childhood by relaxing the early
constraint causes investment to shift from the late to the early period as
well.
These results demonstrate that the effects of parental income and expanded borrowing opportunities depend on the extent of dynamic complementarity in investments as well as the timing of when borrowing
constraints bind. These forces determine not only the magnitude of
investment-level responses (studied next) but also their signs.
III. An Empirically Based Quantitative Analysis
In this section, we generalize our framework to incorporate additional
features of the family investment problem for a more realistic and empirically grounded quantitative analysis. After specifying this more general
problem, we consider the effects of these additional features on investment behavior relative to the stylized problem of the previous section.
We further discuss identification and calibration of this model, using intergenerational data on investment behavior, savings, and wages/earnings.
Using our calibrated model, we explore several counterfactual exercises
to better understand the impacts of income and wealth shocks on investment and the determinants of intergenerational mobility.
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A More General Quantitative Framework

We begin by describing several extensions to the family problem of the
previous section before specifying the complete problem used in our
quantitative analysis.
1.

Investment Subsidies

Subsidies for education are a key feature of the market for human capital
investment. We incorporate a lump-sum amount of free/public investment, pj ≥ 0, in childhood periods j 5 1, 2 that all children receive at
no private cost to families, as well as additional, proportional subsidies
Sj(ij) as functions of private investments ij for j 5 1, 2.
We abstract from taxation; however, investment choices are unaffected
by a constant labor income tax rate t (in our framework) if net investments are tax deductible and borrowing limits are reduced by the factor
1 2 t.28 The former is consistent with investments in terms of forgone
earnings and considerable tax breaks for direct educational expenditures, while the latter is conceptually consistent with the link between
borrowing limits and future lifetime earnings discussed in section III.A.3.
In this case, the solution to the household’s problem is equivalent in terms
of investment choices and human capital levels; however, consumption
and asset allocations are reduced by the factor 1 2 t. (Income transfers
y3 and y4 should also be read as net of taxes.)
2.

Earnings Shocks

To account for unpredictable variation in earnings over the life cycle,
we introduce period j–specific earnings shocks ej, so adult earnings are
given by
Wj ðh, ej Þ 5 wGj ðh 1 ej Þ,

for j ∈ f3, 4, 5g,

(12)

where we assume that income shocks are i.i.d. (independently and identically distributed) lognormal; that is, ej ∼ logN ðm, s 2 Þ for j 5 3, 4, 5.29
28
This requires that uðð1 2 tÞcÞ 5 g ð1 2 tÞuðcÞ for some positive function g(⋅), which is
satisfied for the constant relative risk aversion utility function we use in our analysis. We
note, however, that even in this case, labor income taxes would discourage investment if
endogenous labor supply decisions were incorporated.
29
Note that we incorporate labor market risk but abstract from risk in the human capital
production process. Abstracting from any intertemporal correlation in earnings shocks,
which greatly reduces the computational burden, is unlikely to be very problematic, given
the length of our periods. Accounting for ex ante known unobserved heterogeneity in a
similar framework, Cunha (2013) estimates an annual autocorrelation for earnings shocks
of 0.791, which implies a correlation between shocks 12 years apart (the length of a period
in our analysis) of only 0.06.
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This assumption implies that the minimum level of earnings in any adult
period j is given by wGjh. The parameters Gj continue to reflect life-cycle
growth in expected earnings relative to young parenthood. Of course,
individuals receiving a low earnings shock initially will have higher-thanaverage earnings growth, while the opposite is true for those with high initial earnings shocks.
3.

Human Capital–Specific Borrowing Constraints

We allow borrowing constraints to depend on the future human capital
and earnings of an individual, to account for the possibility that higher
education increases borrowing opportunities. This is both theoretically
and empirically attractive for reasons discussed by Lochner and MongeNaranjo (2011).30 Specifically, we assume that borrowing limits are a fraction g ∈ ½0, 1 of the lowest possible discounted value of future earnings, so
Lj ðhÞ 5 gR 21 xj11 h,

for j 5 2, 3, 4,

where (analogous to x3) we define x4 ; wðG4 1 R 21 G5 Þ and x5 ; wG5 to
reflect the discounted present value of human capital as of periods 4 and
5, respectively. One can think of g as a measure of credit accessibility and
contract enforceability. A value of g near zero implies very little availability of credit, consistent with negligible contract enforcement, while g near
one means that individuals can borrow fully against guaranteed future
earnings, consistent with full enforceability, as in the models of Laitner
(1992), Huggett (1993), and Aiyagari (1994).31 While enforcement and
g could vary across stages of the life cycle, we abstract from this possibility,
given data limitations.
As demonstrated by Lochner and Monge-Naranjo (2011), the fact that
borrowing limits increase with human capital means that investment behavior tends to be less distorted than when borrowing limits are unrelated
to future earnings. Furthermore, increases in g expand credit more for individuals of high ability and those who have invested more in their human
capital, because human capital is increasing in ability and investment.
4.

Nonnegative-Transfer Constraint

We assume that intergenerational borrowing constraints prevent parents
from borrowing against their children’s future income, as first emphasized
30
Lochner and Monge-Naranjo (2011) argue that more-skilled individuals can commit
to repay higher debts, explaining why private lenders offer them more credit. This is also
broadly consistent with the federal student loan system, which directly links loan amounts
to postsecondary enrollment and the level of schooling attended.
31
See Hai and Heckman (2017) for an interesting generalization of the “natural” borrowing limit in an educational choice model with endogenous life-cycle labor supply and
minimum income support.
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in Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986). Our problem for young parents implicitly imposes this by assuming that all child investment and consumption is
paid for by parents; however, an additional restriction is needed to ensure
that old parents transfer nonnegative resources to their old children (the
last period of their financial interaction). Specifically, we assume that
a 03 ≥ W2 2 c 02 2 i 02 1 S 2 ði 02 Þ,

(13)

which requires that old children do as well in the family as they would on
their own. This intergenerational transfer constraint limits the extent of
intergenerational consumption smoothing the family can achieve, with
parents consuming too little relative to future generations when the constraint binds.32 It may also distort investment decisions, because parents
may withhold some productive investments in both periods if they cannot
access the future returns. This situation is most likely to arise when the
child is of high ability and the parent is poor.
5.

Intergenerational Transmission
of Investment Productivity

Differences in learning productivity v (see eq. [1]) are a source of crosssectional inequality and intergenerational mobility. To account for this
heterogeneity, we assume a two-state process for ability with v ∈ fv1 , v2 g,
where the probability of low versus high ability (v1 < v2 ) depends on parental ability and human capital. Specifically, we assume that
Pðv, h; pÞ ; Prðv0 5 v2 jv, h; pÞ 5

expðp0 1 p1 v 1 p2 hÞ
:
1 1 expðp0 1 p1 v 1 p2 hÞ

(14)

A positive (raw) intergenerational transmission of ability implies p1 > 0.
If parental human capital further improves the learning productivity of
children (or makes parents better teachers), then we would also expect
p2 > 0.33 This provides an additional incentive to invest in human capital,

32
Our restriction (made for computational tractability) that intergenerational transfers
are zero after children grow up eliminates the possibility for smoothing across generations
in response to idiosyncratic earnings shocks experienced in period 5 for parents and period 3 for their grown children. Because we force parents to make all “bequests” before
these earnings shocks are realized, parents and older children likely oversave somewhat
in an effort to self-insure against these shocks when they might otherwise be able to rely
on some access to family insurance.
33
Estimates by Cunha and Heckman (2008), Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach (2010),
Cunha (2013), Attanasio et al. (2017), and Attanasio, Meghir, and Nix (2017) suggest that
parental education or skill is a direct input into the production of child human capital. For
computational reasons, we incorporate the effects of parental human capital on child productivity through the ability transmission process rather than introducing parental human
capital directly into the human capital production function f (⋅, ⋅). Heterogeneity in v may
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beyond that which maximizes one’s own lifetime income, and reinforces
intergenerational correlations in wages and educational attainment.
6.

Unobserved Costs of Schooling

There are many difficult-to-measure schooling costs, including transportation costs and potentially higher costs of living associated with postsecondary schooling. There may also be “psychic” costs (or benefits) of schooling (e.g., Carneiro, Hansen, and Heckman 2003; Cunha, Heckman, and
Navarro 2005). For simplicity, we model all of these as unmeasured financial costs, zði 02 Þ, where zð0Þ 5 0 and z 0 ði 02 Þ > 0. We assume that these additional expenditures do not affect human capital levels but must be paid
nonetheless. Thus, zði20 Þ is subtracted from family resources in the budget constraint but does not appear as investment in the production function.34 Taking into account government subsidies and public investments,
the total effective investment in old children is given by ~i 02 ; p2 1 i 02 ,
while total private family expenditures on late investment amount to
i20 1zði 02 Þ 2 S2 ði 02 Þ.
7.

Decision Problem

With uncertainty in earnings, it is useful to break the decision problem
into different life stages. The problem facing a young parent with a
young child is given by


V3 ða 3 , h, e3 , v0 Þ 5 max uðc3 Þ 1 ruðc10 Þ 1 bEe V4 ða4 , h, e4 , ~i10 , v0 Þ ,
c3 ,a4 ,c10 ,i10

4

subject to
a4 5 Ra 3 1 W3 ðh, e3 Þ 1 y3 2 c3 2 i10 1 S1 ði10 Þ 2 c10 ,
a4 ≥ 2L3 ðhÞ,
~i10 5 p1 1 i10 ,
c3 ≥ 0, c10 ≥ 0 and i10 ≥ 0. The expectation of V4 is taken over the earnings
shock of the old parent, e4. Because young children do not borrow or
save on their own, the only constraint on borrowing during this period
is that imposed on young parents.

also reflect differences in very early or prenatal investments or in local school quality across
families, which we do not model explicitly but which might be related to parental human
capital.
34
We do not model work decisions while youth attend school; however, earnings during
school would be reflected in lower unmeasured schooling costs zði20 Þ. This implicitly assumes no heterogeneity in earnings while enrolled.
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The problem facing an old parent (with an old child) is given by
V4 ða4 , h, e4 , ~i10 , v0 Þ 5 max fuðc4 Þ 1 bEe V5 ða5 , h, e5 Þ
5

c4 ,a5 ,c20 ,i 02 ,a30

1 r ðuðc20 Þ 1 bEe ,v , ðV3 ða30 , h 0 , e03 , v00 Þjh 0 , v0 ÞÞg,
0
3

00

subject to the intergenerational transfer constraint, equation (13),
a30 1 a5 5 Ra 4 1 W4 ðh, e4 Þ 1 y4 1 W2 2 c4 2 c20 2 i 02 2 zði 02 Þ 1 S2 ði 02 Þ,
a30 ≥ 2L2 ðh 0 Þ,
a5 ≥ 2L4 ðhÞ,
h 0 5 v0 f ð~i 01 , p 2 1 i 02 Þ,
c4 ≥ 0, c20 ≥ 0, and i 02 ≥ 0.35 Both the old parent and the old child face constraints on their borrowing. The expectation of V3 is taken over the earnings shock the old child receives as a young parent, e03 , and over the ability
level of the future grandchild, v00 , conditional on the ability of the child, v0 ,
and the child’s human capital, h0 .
The problem facing a postparent with no child at home is a standard life-cycle consumption/savings problem without any remaining
uncertainty:
V5 ða5 , h, e5 Þ 5 maxfuðRa5 1 W5 ðh, e5 Þ 2 a6 Þ 1 buðRa 6 Þ g:
a6

The first-order conditions for investment in this problem help illustrate the impact of the extensions we have made to the model of section II. To simplify notation, denote the expected difference in period 3
value functionsÐ for a young parent with a high- versus a low-ability child
by Dða 3 , hÞ ; ðV3 ða 3 , h, e3 , v2 Þ 2 V3 ða 3 , h, e3 , v1 ÞÞ dF ðe3 Þ > 0. Let l3, l4,
and l02 be Lagrange multipliers on the young parent’s, old parent’s,
and old child’s borrowing constraints, respectively, and let y be the Lagrange multiplier on the old parent’s nonnegative-transfer constraint.
Note that adding a prime to any of these Lagrange multipliers indicates
that it applies to the child’s constraint. Optimal late investment i20 then
solves the following:
ðW2 2 ϒ2 1 x3 Þv0

∂f
5 R ð1 1 z 0 ði 02 Þ 2 S20 ði 02 ÞÞ,
∂i 02

(15)

where the two investment distortion wedge terms are defined (generally
for periods j 5 1, 2) as
35
To simplify the problem computationally, we reduce the state space by introducing,
zj 5 Ra j 1 wej Gj , which combines the asset state variable and the earnings shock into one
continuous state variable. In this case, we have value functions V3 ðz3 , h, v0 Þ and V4 ðz4 , h, ~i10 Þ
and substitute zj where appropriate in the budget constraints.
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1 2 g  21 0
 0  r l2 x3 1 bEe ,v ½l03 jh 0, v0 x4 1 b2 Ee ,e ,v ½l04 jh 0 , v0 x5 ≥ 0,
ϒj ;
0
u cj
(16)
0
3

Wj ; bR

00

0
3

0
4

00

∂Pðv0 , h 0 Þ Dða30 , h 0 Þ
  ,
∂h 0
u 0 cj0

(17)

and xk reflects the discounted present value of human capital as of period k, as defined above.
The two wedges ϒ2 and W2 distort investment relative to the expected
lifetime income–maximizing amount. The following conditions eliminate these two distortions.
Condition 2. No child borrowing constraint ever binds (i.e., l02 5
0
l3 5 l04 5 0) for any state of the economy, and/or individuals can borrow up to their guaranteed lifetime income (i.e., g 5 1).
Condition 3. Parental human capital does not affect the distribution of child ability, so ∂Pða30 , h 0 Þ=∂h 0 5 0 for all (a 03 , h 0 ).
Under conditions 2 and 3, optimal i 02 will be the (net) lifetime income–
maximizing amount, equating marginal returns in the labor market with
marginal costs:
x3 v0

∂f
5 R ð1 1 z 0 ði 02 Þ 2 S20 ði 02 ÞÞ:
∂i 02

(18)

Because earnings shocks are separable from human capital, they do not
distort investment behavior in the absence of borrowing constraints. As
expected, subsidies encourage investment, while additional unmeasured
schooling expenditures discourage investment.
The two investment distortion wedges are relevant when conditions 2
and/or 3 do not hold. Equation (16) shows that investment is discouraged by current and future constraints on borrowing. As a result of future earnings uncertainty, investment will be distorted downward for everyone who might possibly end up being constrained at a later age,
regardless of whether they ever actually borrow up to their limit.36 Turning to equation (17), there will be more investment when ∂P=∂h 0 > 0. In
this case, investment raises not only the individual’s own income but also
the expected income of future generations.
The Lagrange multipliers for the parental borrowing constraints and
the nonnegative-transfer constraint do not directly appear in the condition for optimal late investment given by equation (15). However, these

36
Introducing risk to the human capital investment process (beyond the labor market
risk we consider) would also tend to discourage investments, even in the absence of borrowing constraints (Caucutt, Lochner, and Park 2017).
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constraints will affect the marginal utility of consumption in late childhood, u 0 ðc20 Þ, which scales both wedges ϒ2 and W2. Parental borrowing constraints and the nonnegative-transfer constraint may also affect the extent
to which children themselves are constrained (i.e., l02 , l03 , and l04 ). Still, if
the child’s borrowing constraints are always nonbinding and ∂P=∂h 0 5 0,
then the extent to which the old parent’s constraint or the nonnegativetransfer constraint binds is irrelevant for late investments.
The first-order condition for early investment is more complicated because of uncertainty about late-investment decisions:


 0 0
∂f
u ðc Þ ∂f
bRv0 Ee ðW1 2 ϒ1 Þ 0 1 bRx3 v0 Cov 0 20 , 0
∂i1
u ðc1 Þ ∂i1
 

l3 1 bR Ee ½y
∂f
0
x3 v Ee
1 12
ru 0 ðc10 Þ
∂i10
4

4

4

5 R 2 ð1 2 S10 ði 01 ÞÞ,
where the covariance term comes from variation in e4 realizations for parents, which can affect c 02 and i 02 , as discussed above.
There are now four distinct wedges that distort i10 relative to the expected lifetime income–maximizing amount. The first two are similar
to the period 2 investment wedges, except that expectations are now taken
over the uncertainty about period 4 earnings shocks e4. This equation
contains the expected values of W1 and ϒ1 multiplied by the marginal return on early investment, which depends on the (uncertain) level of i 02 to
be chosen. As with late investment, a positive effect of parental human
capital on expected child ability encourages early investment, while the
possibility that borrowing constraints might bind for the child in the future discourages early investment. The third wedge (i.e., the covariance
term) reflects the distortionary effects of parental income risk on early human capital investment. This term would be zero if f12 5 0, because the
marginal return to early investment would not depend on (uncertain) lateinvestment choices.37 More generally, both late consumption and investment are increasing in late-earnings realizations (assuming that constraints
bind for some realizations of e4), so this covariance term has the opposite
sign of f12. Under dynamic complementarity ( f12 > 0), labor market risk
has a discouraging effect on early investment, because the marginal productivity of early investment is high when late-parental income and, consequently, late investment are high but the marginal value of consumption
37

If f12 5 0, then the first-order condition for early investment simplifies to



l3 1 bR E½y
∂f
1 x3 v0 0 5 R 2 ð1 2 S10 ði10 ÞÞ:
bREe ½W1 2 ϒ1  2 x3
0
0
ru ðc1 Þ
∂i1
4
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is low. The final wedge derives from distortions due to borrowing constraints on the young child’s parents (i.e., l3) and the nonnegative-transfer
constraint (i.e., y), both discouraging early investment.
If, in addition to conditions 2 and 3, the child’s parent is also unconstrained when the child is young and the family is not transfer constrained
for any value of e4, then l3 5 E½y 5 0, and early investment i10 will be the
lifetime income–maximizing amount, satisfying
x3 v0

∂f
5 R 2 ð1 2 S10 ði10 ÞÞ:
∂i10

(19)

Aside from the subsidy, this first-order condition is equivalent to that determining unconstrained investment in the problem of section II.38
This rich framework alters investment behavior in five main ways, compared to the stylized model of section II: (1) a positive effect of parental
human capital on the expected productivity of child investment (i.e.,
∂P=∂h 0 > 0) provides an additional incentive for investment, (2) the presence of labor market uncertainty means that future borrowing constraints
discourage investment even for children who do not hit up against those
future limits; (3) nonnegative intergenerational transfer constraints discourage investments by limiting the capacity for some parents to reap the
rewards from investments in their children; (4) government subsidies encourage investment; and (5) the positive dependence of borrowing limits
on human capital produces a credit-expansion benefit of investment relative to consumption, encouraging the former.
B. Discussion of Identification
In this subsection, we briefly discuss identification of parameters of the
human capital production technology, ability distribution, earnings growth,
and the distribution of earnings shocks from life-cycle data. (A more detailed discussion is provided in app. C.) We then discuss the use of additional data on wealth and intergenerational data on investments and
earnings to identify parameters related to borrowing constraints, parental
altruism, the intergenerational transmission of ability, and unmeasured
late-investment expenditures. Throughout this discussion, we assume that
public investment amounts (p1 and p2) and subsidy functions (S1(⋅) and
S2(⋅)) are known and that late-investment levels i 2 and i 02 are observed
for parents and children, respectively. Section III.C.1 discusses how we obtain these values/functions from our data and how we map annual lifecycle data into the six life stages of our model.
38
There is no uncertainty about i20 when conditions 2 and 3 hold (see eq. [18]), so (separable) earnings shocks distort investments only through their interactions with borrowing
constraints, the nonnegative-transfer constraint, and the intergenerational transmission of
human capital (i.e., ∂P=∂h 0 ≠ 0).
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First, data on growth rates in average earnings across life-cycle periods
can be used to identify G4 and G5. We can then identify Varðe3 Þ 5
VarðW3 Þ 2 G21
4 CovðW3 , W4 Þ with panel data on earnings over the first two
periods of adulthood.
Next, consider identification of the human capital production technology (a, b, d), two ability levels (v1, v2), and the mean of earnings shocks
E[e3]. (For this discussion, we drop prime superscripts on variables where
the analysis focuses on a single generation.) Given our assumptions, period 3 human capital for individual n is given by
hn 5 vn f ði1n , i 2n Þ 5 vn aðp1 1 i1n Þb 1 ð1 2 aÞðp2 1 i2n Þb

d=b

:

(20)

While we assume that late investments i 2 are observed, early investments i1 are not. Instead, J noisy measures of early investment are available for each individual n. De-meaning these measures to obtain Znj, we
have
Znj 5 aj Fn 1 vnj ,

j 5 1, ::: , J ,

(21)

where we normalize a1 5 1 and E½Fn  5 0 and vnj are independent across
individuals and measures. We also assume that the vnj measurement errors are independent of all other choice and outcome variables (e.g., i1n,
i 2n, W3n).
From data on ðZn1 , Zn2 , ::: , ZnJ , i2n , W3n Þ for J ≥ 3 early-investment measures, we can identify the joint distribution of (Fn, i 2n, W3n) and then proceed as though we observe this distribution directly. (See Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach 2010 for a similar line of argument.) It is important
to recognize, however, that the factor Fn has no meaningful location or
scale. To map these factors to early investments, we assume that Fn 5
fði1n Þ where f(⋅) is a known function up to a few unknown parameters
and f0 ðÞ > 0. Thus, higher factor scores reflect higher investment, and
we can substitute i1n 5 f21 ðFn Þ into the production function given by
equation (20). Appendix C provides greater details and shows how one
can use the joint distribution (Fn, i 2n, W3n) to identify the human capital
production parameters (a, b, d), learning-ability levels (v1, v2), parameters defining f(⋅), and E[e3].39 Knowledge of E[e3] and Var(e3) identifies

39
We note that without using additional data on actual i1 amounts, it would not be possible to nonparametrically identify both f(⋅, ⋅) and f(⋅). However, with p1 > 0 and a CES production function, a general monotonic function f(⋅) can be identified, along with parameters of f(⋅, ⋅). Our analysis builds on the approaches of Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach
(2010) and Agostinelli and Wiswall (2016), accounting for a discrete number of unobserved
ability v types. Because we rely on a single measure of postinvestment earnings W3n, we cannot
directly apply the results (for unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity) of Cunha, Heckman,
and Schennach (2010). Nor can we use parental income as an instrument for early investments or skill levels (as in their approach for time-varying unobserved skills), because parental
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parameters (m, s) of the lognormal distribution for earnings shocks. The
cross-sectional distribution of ability can also be identified, but it is more
difficult to identify the intergenerational ability transition matrix P(h, v3;
p) without direct observations on the ability of children and parents.
The remaining parameters to be identified include those determining
the intergenerational transmission of ability p, the extent of parental altruism r, the severity of borrowing constraints g, and parameters of the
unmeasured late-investment expenditure function z(⋅). We exploit data
on child investments and wages conditional on (early and late) parental
income and maternal education, as well as data on parental debt levels, to
jointly identify these parameters. We briefly discuss which features of the
data are particularly helpful in identifying each of the parameters, recognizing that there is no one-to-one mapping between any particular data
moment and parameter.
Altruism and borrowing constraints have important, but distinct, implications for child investment and borrowing/saving behavior. The extent
of altruism may influence both early and late investments for low-income
parents with high-ability children as a result of the nonnegative-transfer
constraint; however, it does not have the same rich implications for earlyversus late-parental income on early and late investments as do earlyborrowing constraints (see sec. II.C). All else equal, parental borrowing
is nondecreasing in borrowing limits. Thus, the fraction of older parents
with nonnegative debt and investment patterns by early- and late-parental
income are useful sources of identification for r and g.40
The intergenerational correlation in ability affects both intergenerational investment and wage relationships. To better understand this, first
consider the case without constraints on borrowing or parental transfers
and when the distribution of child ability v0 does not depend on parental
human capital (i.e., under conditions 2 and 3). In this case, child investments (i10 , i 02 ) and wages (W30 ) will be independent of parental earnings
(and parental investment choices i1 and i 2), conditional on the child’s
ability v0 . Intergenerational wage and investment relationships would
depend entirely on the effects of parental ability on child ability, providing a valuable source of identification for p. Indeed, when Sj(⋅) and
z(⋅) are linear functions, effective investments (~i1 , ~i2 ) and human capital
(h) are proportional to v1=ð12dÞ (ignoring corner solutions where investments are zero).41 This would be true for both parents and children,
income is likely to be correlated with unobserved parental and, therefore, child ability.
Agostinelli and Wiswall (2016) do not consider unobserved heterogeneity in ability.
40
As shown in sec. II.C, the relationship between early and late income and investments
is also informative about dynamic complementarity, providing an additional source of identification for b.
41
 2 , optimal investments are ~i1 5 k1 v1=ð12dÞ and ~i2 5
For Sj ðij Þ 5 sj ij and zði2 Þ 5 zi
1=ð12dÞ
2
, where k1 ; ½dax3 =R ð1 2 s1 Þ1=ð12dÞ ½a 1 ð1 2 aÞkb0 ðd2bÞ=bð12dÞ and k2 ; k0 k1 for
k2 v
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implyingthatCorrðlnð~i1Þ,lnð~i10 ÞÞ 5 Corrðlnð~i 2 Þ, lnð~i 20 ÞÞ 5 CorrðlnðhÞ, lnðh 0 ÞÞ 5
CorrðlnðvÞ, lnðv0 ÞÞ, and the intergenerational correlation of log ability
could be directly identified from intergenerational correlations in the log
of effective investments and human capital. The intergenerational ability
correlation could also be identified from intergenerational earnings relationships, given the distribution of earnings shocks (identified above). Importantly, child investments, human capital, and earnings should be independent of parental earnings conditional on parental investments.42
When parental human capital directly affects the distribution of ability
(p2 ≠ 0), it is no longer the case that investments depend only on ability.
Investment decisions would now depend on parental human capital as
well as parental ability, which need not be perfectly correlated anymore.
For p2 > 0, child ability will be increasing in both parental earnings and
parental schooling (each conditional on the other), even in the absence
of binding borrowing or nonnegative-transfer constraints. This implies
that (1) child investments will be increasing in both parental earnings
and parental schooling (each conditional on the other) and (2) child
earnings will be increasing in both parental education and income conditional on their own investments. We therefore exploit data on these patterns to identify p.43
Finally, the schooling distribution can be used to identify the unmeasured late-investment expenditure function z(⋅). This is most easily seen
under conditions 2 and 3 (ruling out borrowing constraints and an effect of parental human capital on child ability), because the parameters
defining z(⋅) could then be directly identified from the cross-sectional distribution of i 2 and equation (18), given knowledge of the production function, life-cycle earnings growth rates, and distribution of ability. More generally, z(⋅) would have to be identified in conjunction with (p, g, r), using
the distribution of child schooling along with the wealth and intergenerational investment and wage/income moments discussed above.

k0 ; fR½ð1 2 aÞ=a½ð1 2 s1 Þ=ð1 1 z 2 s2 Þg1=ð12bÞ . Additionally, h 5 k3 v1=ð12dÞ , where k3 ;
½akb1 1 ð1 2 aÞkb2 d=b .
42
While the absence of constraints simplifies identification of the intergenerational correlation of ability, it complicates identification of other production-function parameters.
Borrowing constraints lead to variation in early and late investments conditional on ability,
which is critical for identifying parameters of the human capital production process. Observable variation in the price of investments across families could serve a similar purpose
as in Attanasio et al. (2017) and Attanasio, Meghir, and Nix (2017).
43
As discussed above, borrowing constraints and the nonnegative-parental-transfer constraint also distort investment, creating a direct causal link between parental income and
child investments (conditional on parental investments). These distortions are particularly
strong when parents have high levels of education (and, therefore, ability) but low earnings realizations. Consequently, intergenerational investment relationships at the top vs.
the bottom of the parental income distribution help in identifying p separately from g
and r.
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C. Calibration
For our quantitative analysis, we rely primarily on data from the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 cohort (NLSY79) and the CNLSY to
calibrate our model to the US economy. All earnings are in 2008 dollars
(deflated by the CPI-U [consumer price index for all urban consumers]).
We normalize w 5 1, so human capital is measured in 2008 dollars per
year. In mapping model periods to the data, we assume that the six periods are 12 years each, corresponding to ages 0–11, 12–23, 24–35, 36–47,
48–59, and 60–71.
We assume a CES human capital production function, as in equation (2),
and define preferences for consumption each period as
uðcÞ 5

c 12j
,
12j

j ≥ 0,

so individuals have a constant intertemporal elasticity of substitution. We
assume that j 5 2, which implies an intertemporal elasticity of substitution for consumption of 0.5, consistent with estimates in the literature
(Browning, Hansen, and Heckman 1999). An annual interest rate of r 5
0:05 is assumed throughout, so R 5 ð1 1 r Þ12 5 1:7959. We assume that
b 5 R 21 , so individuals desire constant life-cycle consumption profiles.
We consider four values of late investment, i 2, corresponding to different observed schooling levels: high school dropouts (less than 12 years of
completed schooling), high school graduates (exactly 12 years of completed schooling), some college (13–15 years of completed schooling),
and college graduates (16 or more years of completed schooling).44 We
assume that unobserved late-investment costs z(i 2) are related to time
spent in school, recognizing that there may be different costs associated
with years in high school versus years in college. Specifically, we assume
that z(i 2) equals zero for high school dropouts, 2z1 for high school graduates, 2z 1 1 2z 2 for those with some college, and 2z 1 1 5z 2 for college
graduates. For computational purposes, we also assume a finite grid for
early investments i1, which, together with finite grids for i 2 and v, produces
a finite grid for human capital h. The grid for i1, values for i 2 associated
with different schooling levels, and calibration of (z1, z2) are discussed
in greater detail below.
Along with using data to guide our choice for the investment grids, the
following parameters must be determined empirically: potential earnings
in school (W2), postschool income shock distributions (m, s), life-cycle
earnings growth rates (G4, G5), the human capital production function,
44
Following much of the literature on schooling choice, we abstract from quality differences in postsecondary institutions and from investment expenditures unrelated to tuition
or forgone earnings. These factors will be absorbed in our calibrated values for a and the
distribution of v.
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(a, b, d), the Markov process for ability (v1, v2, p0, p1, p2), parental altruism
toward children (r), debt constraints (g), and unobserved late-investment
cost parameters (z1, z2). We first discuss a few parameters that are chosen
to directly match data without having to simulate the model and then outline the calibration process for all remaining parameters.
1.

Second-Period Earnings, Investment Costs,
and Investment Subsidies

We directly estimate potential earnings for ages 12–23, W2, using the
CNLSY. We also estimate forgone earnings from these data, which are
combined with direct educational expenditures by schooling level (from
the Digest of Education Statistics 2008 [Snyder, Dillow, and Hoffman 2009])
to determine publicly provided investments p1 and p2, late-investment expenditure amounts i2, and late subsidy functions S2(i 2).
Using the random sample of the CNLSY, we estimate the discounted
present value of average earnings for high school dropouts over ages 16–
23.45 Dividing the average annual discounted income over this period by
12 yields an annualized potential income measure of W2 5 11, 187. This
also reflects the total amount of forgone earnings for individuals in our
highest schooling category: college completion. Forgone earnings for
high school graduates (those with some college) are given by the discounted
present value of earnings for dropouts over ages 16–18 (16–20), dividing
by 12 to annualize the amounts. We assume no forgone earnings for high
school dropouts, because individuals cannot typically work before age 16.
We distinguish between total measured investment expenditures and
the amount privately paid by individuals themselves, because education
is heavily subsidized in the United States. Total investment expenditures
include forgone earnings and total public and private education expenditures. Consider first the investments made by old children aged 12–23.
To calculate expenditures associated with grades 6–12, we use average expenditure per pupil for all public elementary and secondary schools. For
the schooling category “some college,” we add two years of current-fund
expenditures per student at all postsecondary institutions to the costs of
high school. For “college graduates,” we add five years of current-fund expenditures per student at four-year postsecondary institutions to the costs
of high school.46 Combining forgone earnings with direct expenditures
A discount rate of r 5 0:05 was used to discount earnings to age 18.
All schooling expenditure figures are taken from the Digest of Education Statistics 2008
(Snyder, Dillow, and Hoffman 2009) and are adjusted to year 2008 dollars with the CPI-U.
Primary and secondary expenditures ($8,552/year) are based on averages over the period
from 1990–91 to 1994–95 (table 181). Postsecondary expenditures are based on all degreegranting institutions in 1995–96 (table 360). Annual expenditures per student are $25,902
at two-year institutions and $32,712 at four-year institutions.
45
46
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and dividing by 12 to annualize the amounts, we obtain total measured
investments ~i 2 of $3,563, $5,912, $13,369, and $29,805 for the categories
high school dropouts, high school graduates, some college, and college
graduates, respectively.
Forgone earnings are borne by individuals, but we assume that primary
and secondary schooling is otherwise publicly provided at no private cost.
Because dropping out of high school entails no forgone earnings or other
private costs, we set p 2 5 3, 563. This amount is subtracted from total observed investment expenditures to obtain private measured (presubsidy)
investment expenditures i2 of $0, $2,260, $9,374, and $25,082 for high
school dropouts, high school graduates, some college, and college graduates, respectively. High school graduates pay only forgone earnings
(roughly two-fifths of their total investment), while college students pay
both forgone earnings and a share of direct costs, which are heavily subsidized. Dividing revenue from tuition and fees by total revenue for all
degree-granting postsecondary institutions in 1995–96 suggests that student tuition payments account for only 28% of college revenues. We assume that the remaining 72% of direct college expenditures reflect additional subsidies (beyond p2 free public investments) and apply that to the
tuition component of i 2. This yields S2(i 2) values of $0, $1,425, $4,537,
and $11,251 for high school dropouts, high school graduates, some college, and college graduates, respectively.
Because there are no forgone earnings for young children, we take the
annualized value of $3,563 as the minimum period 1 investment.47 Assuming that this level of investment is completely subsidized for young
children, we set p1 5 3, 563 and consider a 12-point grid for i1 ranging
from zero to $12,000.48 We set S1 ði1 Þ 5 0 for all i1, because private investments by parents in their young children are not typically subsidized in
the United States.
2.

Earnings Growth Rates

We set G4 5 E½W4 ðh, e4 Þ=E½W3 ðh, e3 Þ 5 1:4778, on the basis of growth in
average earnings levels between ages 24–35 and 36–47 for men in the
NLSY79. Given G4, we use growth in average earnings for men aged 36–
47 and 48–59 in the 2006 March Current Population Survey to obtain
G5 5 G4  E½W5 ðh, e5 Þ=E½W4 ðh4 , e4 Þ 5 1:5919.49
47
This corresponds to the sum of average annual expenditures per pupil of $8,552 for
grades 1–5 divided by 12 (to annualize the amount).
48
For the calibration, we used equally spaced points of $1,000 from $0 to $10,000 and an
additional point at $12,000. The highest early investment chosen by anyone is $8,000 in
our calibration. For policy/counterfactual simulations that lead to higher levels of investment, we add additional grid points above $12,000 in increments of $2,000 as needed.
49
In both cases, we use data for men deflated to year 2008 dollars and discount withinperiod earnings to ages 30, 42, and 54, using a 5% interest rate. We drop observations for
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Calibrating Other Parameters Using Simulated
Method of Moments

The remaining parameters are calibrated by simulating the model and
comparing the resulting allocations with those observed in the data.50
In particular, we determine parameters of the earnings-shock distribution
(m, s), the human capital production function (a, b, d), parental altruism
toward their children (r), the ability distribution and its intergenerational
transmission (v1, v2, p0, p1, p2), the debt-constraint parameter (g), and
unmeasured-cost parameters (z1, z2), using a simulated method-of-moments
procedure to best fit moments based on data from the CNLSY. This step
entails fully solving the dynastic fixed-point problem of section III.A.7 in
steady state, simulating a number of conditional moment conditions, and
comparing those moments with their empirical counterparts.
Our calibration approach is equivalent to the nested fixed-point approach of many recent dynamic structural estimation analyses in the literature on schooling choice and life-cycle earnings (e.g., Keane and Wolpin
2001; Johnson 2013; Hai and Heckman 2017; Navarro and Zhou 2017);
however, we do not calculate standard errors, because our objective function is not differentiable and has many local minima. The nondifferentiability rules out standard asymptotic formulas, while the combination
of a nonsmooth function and local minima makes bootstrapping methods computationally prohibitive. Instead, we conduct a comprehensive
sensitivity analysis, calibrating our model under different parameter restrictions to see how that affects our estimates and policy simulations. This
analysis is summarized in section V and detailed in the online appendix.
We fit moments related to (1) the education distribution, (2) the distribution of annual earnings for men aged 24–35 by educational attainment and the covariance in earnings between ages 24–35 and 36–47,
(3) measures of early-childhood investments conditional on early- and
late-parental income and maternal schooling, (4) child schooling attainment levels conditional on early- and late-parental income and maternal
schooling, (5) child wages at ages 24–35 conditional on their own educational attainment, maternal schooling, and early-parental income levels,
and (6) the fraction of families with older children that have zero or

respondents with annual earnings less than $200 or greater than $275,000 and those with
less than 9 years of completed schooling.
50
We could, in principle, estimate the technology of skill production and unmeasured
schooling-cost parameters in a first step using only moments for postschool earnings conditional on early-childhood investment measures and educational attainment (see sec. III.B).
However, we estimate all remaining unknown parameters simultaneously, because the
relationship between parental income and child investments and wages is also informative
about some of these parameters, especially b, which determines the extent of dynamic
complementarity.
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negative net worth.51 In calibrating the model, all moments are weighted
by the inverse of their sample variances. Here, we briefly discuss these
moments, summarize the extent to which the model replicates them, and
describe a few other important features of the calibrated baseline steady
state. Appendix C provides further details.
Table 2 shows the distribution of educational attainment for our NLSY
calibration sample, along with the calibrated steady-state distribution produced by our model. Roughly 80% of youth in our sample attained at
least a high school degree, while slightly more than 40% went on to attend some college or more. Only about 20% completed at least four years
of college. The model matches educational attainment levels in the data
quite well.
Average earnings for young parents, W3, are $41,650 in the baseline
economy, while the standard deviation is $23,108. Given G4 5 1:4778, average earnings grow to roughly $60,000 for older parents (W4). These are
quite close to the empirical counterparts for men aged 24–35 and 36–47
in the NLSY79.52 As shown in appendix C, average earnings for young parents conditional on educational attainment match the data quite well,
ranging from $29,500 for high school dropouts to $59,700 for college
graduates. While the model closely matches the overall variance in earnings for young men in the NLSY79, it understates the increase in variance
with educational attainment and the covariance between W3 and W4. The
latter is not particularly surprising, given that it receives very little weight
in the calibration (the variance of this moment is large in the NLSY79)
and the fact that we discretize investment choices and human capital in
our model, which limits the extent of variation that can be explained.
We use the CNLSY to calculate average early-investment factor scores,
^ n , and the distribution of educational attainment by maternal education,
F
early family income, and late family income. Factor scores are estimated
for children aged 6–7, using data on eight early-investment measures,
such as the number of books in the home, whether the child receives

51
Our baseline calibration uses reported total parental earnings (mother’s plus father’s
earnings) as the conditioning measures of family income in moment sets 3–5; however, in
sec. V, we also calibrate the model using an adjusted “full” family income measure that adjusts for the possibility that mothers may work part-time in order to spend time investing in
their children. We use family income based on the age of the child (not the mother), in an
effort to account for differential fertility timing across families. Thus, we use family income
levels and growth rates over the life cycle of the child to determine whether constraints are
binding over the child’s lifetime. Notably, the regression analysis reported in table 1 produces very similar effects of family income on child educational attainment whether or not
we control for whether the mother was a teenager when the child was born and the number of children in the household once we condition on maternal education.
52
Average earnings for men aged 24–35 in the NLSY79 are $41,650, with a standard deviation of $23,415. Average earnings for men aged 36–47 are $61,490, with a standard deviation of $41,416.
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TABLE 2
Calibrated Education Distribution
Education
High school graduate or more
Some college or more
College graduate

NLSY Data

Model

.82
.42
.19

.83
.44
.21

special lessons, and whether the mother regularly reads to the child.53
We condition on three categories of early and late family income: bottom
quartile, second quartile, and top half of the age-specific family income
distributions. We fit these moments, assuming that the function mapping
early-investment amounts to early factor scores, f(⋅), is quadratic.54
Tables 3 and 4 report average early-investment factor scores and educational attainment by parental education and parental income, respectively, when the child is young and old. First, consider the relationship
between investments and parental education shown in table 3. The model
produces the sharp increases in early investment (as measured by estimated factor scores) and educational attainment by parental schooling
observed in the data. For example, in both the data and the model, high
school graduation rates are about 30 percentage points higher for the
children of college graduates than for those of high school dropouts. College attendance and graduation rates are even more strongly increasing
in parental education. Table 4 shows that early investment and educational
attainment also increase with both early and late family income. Conditioning on both income measures simultaneously, we observe that investments are increasing in both early and late income (throughout both income distributions); however, early-income differences appear to be more
important, with the model and data in general agreement.
We use the CNLSY to calculate average earnings for children over
ages 24–35, W30 , conditional on the child’s and mother’s educational attainment and early family income.55 Conditional on the youth’s own educational attainment, early family income and parental education can affect the child’s earnings through early-investment choices and the child’s
ability. Consistent with the discussion above for male earnings in the
53
See app. C for a detailed description of the factor analysis, factor score estimation, and
the full set of moments and weights used in estimation, along with the calibrated model
counterparts.
54
For fði1 Þ 5 f0 1 f1 i1 1 f2 i12 , our calibration yields f0 5 21:07, f1 5 0:00085, and
f2 5 0:0000001.
55
We use weekly earnings for our measure of W30 (because of data availability and the
desire to best capture differences in human capital), while we use the distribution of annual earnings for men in helping identify earnings growth and the distribution of shocks
(as described above). Because the units for these are quite different, we scale weekly earnings for each individual by average earnings for our sample of youth, calibrating to fit these
ratios. See app. C for additional details.

TABLE 3
Average Early-Investment Factor Scores and Educational Attainment by Parental Education (Baseline)
Model
Parental Education

NLSY Data

Early-Investment
Score

HS Graduate
or More

Some College
or More

College
Graduate

Early-Investment
Score

HS Graduate
or More

Some College
or More

College
Graduate

2.49
2.40
.11
.67

.64
.81
.90
.94

.20
.27
.57
.82

.08
.08
.15
.63

2.92
2.33
.02
.57

.60
.77
.84
.93

.24
.44
.52
.80

.05
.14
.20
.46

HS dropout
HS graduate
Some college
College graduate
Note.—HS 5 high school.

TABLE 4
Average Early-Investment Factor Scores and Educational Attainment by Parental Income (Baseline)
Model
Early-Income
Quartile
1
2
3, 4
Any
Any
Any
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4

NLSY Data

Late-Income Early-Investment HS Graduate Some College College Early-Investment HS Graduate Some College College
Quartile
Score
or More
or More
Graduate
Score
or More
or More
Graduate
Any
Any
Any
1
2
3, 4
1
1
1
2
2
2
3, 4
3, 4
3, 4

Note.—HS 5 high school.

2.56
2.43
.36
2.36
2.24
.16
2.52
2.46
.00
2.60
2.44
.16
2.59
2.39
.49

.73
.81
.89
.71
.81
.90
.66
.72
.78
.73
.80
.86
.82
.88
.92

.18
.28
.65
.24
.35
.59
.18
.20
.38
.17
.26
.55
.20
.35
.75

.06
.07
.37
.09
.11
.33
.07
.07
.15
.06
.06
.17
.06
.07
.47

2.71
2.30
.28
2.69
2.32
.27
2.76
2.46
2.06
2.56
2.35
2.04
2.41
2.10
.37

.64
.79
.89
.65
.77
.87
.62
.72
.90
.68
.80
.84
.69
.81
.90

.30
.43
.64
.31
.41
.60
.29
.35
.54
.31
.44
.54
.36
.48
.68

.07
.16
.29
.07
.14
.28
.06
.10
.08
.08
.17
.17
.14
.18
.34
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NLSY79 (the parent’s generation), we observe that children’s earnings are
strongly increasing in their own education. This is true in the CNLSY and
the model even when we condition on maternal education and early family
income. The model is also consistent with the data in that parental education is largely unrelated to child earnings conditional on the child’s education and early family income; however, the model produces too little
variation in child earnings with early family income when conditioning
on both child and maternal education.
Finally, we match the fraction of parents in the CNLSY who reported
zero or negative net worth when their child was aged 17–19. Our model
suggests that 22% of old parents have zero or negative wealth (i.e., a4 ≤ 0),
compared to 17% in the data.
Table 5 reports the calibrated parameter values for our model. The
model implies more weight on early than on late investments in the production of human capital, with a 5 0:58. A value of b 5 0:26 suggests that
early and late investments are slightly less complementary than CobbDouglas, and there are modest diminishing returns to investment in that
d 5 0:82. In a similar framework (with more investment periods), Cunha
(2013) estimates that past skills and current investments (analogous to
early and late investments in our framework) are slightly more complementary than Cobb-Douglas in the production of new skills, with a similar
degree of decreasing returns to scale.56
Values for v1 and v2 suggest that high-ability individuals are roughly 2.5
times as productive as their low-ability counterparts. Calibrated values of
(p0, p1, p2) imply that 70% of all individuals are of high ability, with a
strong intergenerational correlation in v. The positive intergenerational
correlation in v of 0.31 reflects two distinct forces. First, p1 > 0 implies
that average child ability is directly increasing in parental ability. Second,
p2 > 0 means that the child’s expected ability is also increasing in parental human capital, which is generally increasing in parental ability. The

56
Several important specification differences make it difficult to compare our parameter
values with the estimates produced in other recent studies (Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach 2010; Del Boca, Flinn, and Wiswall 2014; Agostinelli and Wiswall 2016; Attanasio et al.
2017; Attanasio, Meghir, and Nix 2017). First, these studies generally consider frameworks
with shorter 1–5-year periods (compared to our 12-year periods) and typically end at earlier
ages. Second, these studies do not typically examine human capital or wages as the output
produced by child investments (e.g., outcomes are sometimes in normalized test score units
or are anchored to years of completed schooling), and investments are not typically monetized. Third, these studies often examine the simultaneous development of multiple skills
(e.g., cognitive and noncognitive or health) or consider multiple types of investment (e.g.,
time and goods) each period. Finally, several studies abstract from important features of
our technology (e.g., imposing constant returns to scale or a Cobb-Douglas specification, abstracting from unobserved heterogeneity in ability). Only Agostinelli and Wiswall (2016) find
evidence against dynamic complementarity.
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TABLE 5
Calibrated Parameter Values
Parameter
a
b
d
v1
v2
p0
p1
p2
z1
z2
m
s
r
g

Value
.58
.26
.82
4.85
12.03
2.88
.15
.000019
47.49
760.73
9.90
.71
.86
.22

probability that a high-ability parent has a high-ability child ranges from
76% to 83%, depending on parental human capital. Low-ability parents
have much less variation in human capital levels and a roughly 50%
chance of having a high-ability child. This lower probability mainly reflects the direct role of ability in the transmission process, but the low level
of parental human capital among low-ability parents is also partly responsible. The modest direct effects of parental human capital on child development are broadly consistent with several recent estimates of similar production technologies (Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach 2010; Cunha
2013; Attanasio et al. 2017; Attanasio, Meghir, and Nix 2017). It is more
difficult to find estimates of the raw intergenerational transmission of
ability, because most measures of “ability” reflect not only raw innate ability but also any investments made up until the measurement period. One
recent study for Sweden (Grönqvist, Öckert, and Vlachos 2017) addresses
important concerns about measurement error and estimates that age 18
father-son intergenerational correlations for cognitive and noncognitive
abilities range from 0.41 to 0.48. They further estimate intergenerational
ability correlations of 0.12–0.13, using a sample of fathers and adopted
sons, which suggests a nontrivial role for nurture (i.e., investments in our
context). Given this, it is not surprising that their estimated intergenerational correlation for biological fathers and sons lies between our estimated
intergenerational correlations in innate ability v (0.31) and acquired skill
h (0.5).
The calibrated value of r 5 0:86 implies that considerable value is
placed on children and grandchildren. The calibrated value for g implies
that individuals can borrow only up to 22% of their minimal discounted
lifetime earnings at any age, with the implied limits increasing in human
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capital.57 Thus, credit limits are far more stringent than the “natural limit”
of Laitner (1992), Huggett (1993), and Aiyagari (1994).
Finally, the calibrated value z 1 5 47 implies negligible unobserved costs
of high school, while z 2 5 761 implies moderate unobserved costs associated with college attendance. The higher costs of college are not surprising,
given the additional travel and living expenses often associated with attending college.
D. Additional Features of the Baseline Steady State
Table 6 shows how average early and late private investment amounts
vary with parental education in our baseline steady state. On average,
parents annually spend $1,888 investing in their young children and
$5,629 investing in their older children (including unobserved expenditures z(i 2) less subsidies S2(i 2), as reported in the final column). Comparing columns 2 and 3 shows how late subsidy amounts differ, on average, by
education, while comparing columns 3 and 4 shows how average unmeasured investment expenses z(i 2) differ. On the basis of columns 1 and 4,
total (net of subsidy) private investment expenditures in young (old) children are roughly 6.0 (4.6) times as great for the children of college graduates as those for children of high school dropouts. These ratios are in
line with that of Kaushal, Magnuson, and Waldfogel (2011), who find that
parents with a college degree spend 5.7 times as much on their children as
parents without a high school degree.58
Table 7 reports the fraction of young and old parents who are borrowing up to their limits, along with the fraction of old parents who are transfer constrained (i.e., transferring zero to their children). Our calibrated
steady state suggests that 12% of all young parents and 14% of all old parents are borrowing as much as they can. The share of young parents
borrowing up to their limit is greater among those who only finished
high school (20%) or who dropped out (13%), relative to those who attended (6%) or completed (1%) college. The overall share of old parents
borrowing up to their limit is similar to the share of young parents, with
the highest rates of constrained old parents among high school graduates
and those who attended some college (both 17%). Constraints among
more educated families are more likely to be binding at the later age,
57
This implies L 2(h) limits of $1,109–$10,246, L 3(h) limits of $1,132–$10,457, and L4(h)
limits of $762–$7,041. Because a period represents 12 years, these amounts should be multiplied by 12 in thinking about their implications for actual borrowing observed in the US
economy (i.e., an extra $1,000 of assets in our model reflects $1,000 of additional spending
per year for 12 years).
58
See table 3 in the online appendix of Kaushal, Magnuson, and Waldfogel (2011). The
ratio of 5.7 is based on expenditure amounts that exclude enrichment spending allocated
to parents.
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TABLE 6
Average Baseline Investment Amounts by Parental Education

Parental Education
All levels
High school dropout
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate

i1
(1)

i2
(2)

i 2 2 S2(i 2)
(3)

i2 1 z(i 2) 2 S2(i 2)
(4)

1,888
770
907
1,857
4,600

8,744
4,351
5,217
8,739
18,687

4,757
2,262
2,691
4,713
10,563

5,629
2,671
3,212
5,716
12,304

when they are typically financing high levels of late investment in their
children. For example, table 6 shows that college graduate parents, on average, spend nearly $8,000 more on late than on early investments. The
differences between late- and early-investment expenditures are much
smaller among less educated parents (whose children are of lower average
ability), so constraints tend to be more binding for them at early ages as
a result of consumption-smoothing motives. We find no evidence that
older children are borrowing up to their limits, although their investments
may still be distorted at this age because of potentially binding future constraints during early and late adulthood. More generally, many families
may be affected by the presence of borrowing limits even if they never actually hit up against them.
Beginning with Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986), much of the literature on human capital investment in dynastic intergenerational frameworks has emphasized the role of “intergenerational constraints”—the
nonnegative-transfer constraint in our model. Our calibrated economy
suggests that this constraint is not particularly binding, with only 1% of
high school dropout parents choosing not to make any transfers to their
old children. The least-educated parents are affected, because they tend
to have low income relative to what their children can expect. While all
high school dropouts are of low ability, nearly half of them will have a
high-ability child. Some of these parents would like to take resources
from their older children but are prevented from doing so by the transfer
constraint. As discussed below, this “intergenerational constraint” would
TABLE 7
Fraction of Parents Borrowing or Transfer Constrained

All levels
High school dropout
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate

Young Parents
Constrained

Old Parents
Constrained

Parents Transfer
Constrained

.12
.13
.20
.06
.01

.14
.06
.17
.17
.14

.00
.01
.00
.00
.00
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become more salient if life-cycle constraints were eliminated; however,
it would still directly affect very few families.
E. Income/Wealth Effects on Investment
Two recent studies estimate the effects of exogenous family income/
wealth shocks in the form of lottery winnings (Bulman et al. 2017) or paternal job loss (Hilger 2016) on the college attendance rates and earnings of children finishing high school at the time. The findings in both
studies imply that $100,000–$150,000 in additional wealth would increase college attendance rates by 1%–4%. These modest effects lead
them to conclude that borrowing constraints are relatively unimportant
for college attendance.
We explore this type of financial windfall in our model, both as an external validity check on our calibration and to gain a deeper understanding of the economic forces at play. Standing in for a big lottery win, the
first row of table 8 simulates the average impacts of a one-time $10,000
unanticipated transfer to old parents on their children’s human capital
investment and postschool earnings. Because each period in our model
reflects 12 years, this $10,000 transfer is analogous to a $120,000 increase
in parental wealth (or 12 years of $10,000 more in income each year).
Our model suggests that this large windfall would produce only a 3% increase in college attendance rates, consistent with the quasi-experimental
findings of Hilger (2016) and Bulman et al. (2017). A comparison with
the second row of table 8 shows that late-investment responses are weak
(with no change in college completion rates), because families cannot optimally adjust early investments when the shock is unanticipated. If the
same late transfer is anticipated by parents when their children are still
young, college attendance rates increase 7.2%. Average early investment
increases by 8%, and late investments increase by more than four times
as much as when the transfer is unanticipated (6.2% vs. 1.4%). With adjustments in both early and late investment, the $10,000 transfer to the

TABLE 8
Short-Run Effects (% Change) of One-Time Income/Wealth Transfers

Transfer Policy
$10,000 unanticipated
transfer to old parents
$10,000 anticipated
transfer to old parents
$10,000/R transfer to young
parents

High
Some
Average Average School College College Average
i1
i2
or More or More Graduate
W3
.0

1.4

1.2

3.0

.0

.2

8.0

6.2

.5

7.2

8.5

1.3

9.0

7.0

.9

8.0

9.6

1.4
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parents of old children would increase their children’s postschool earnings by 1.3%, more than 6 times as much as when the transfer is unanticipated and early investments are held fixed. These results suggest that
quasi-experimental evidence from unanticipated income/wealth shocks
for parents of high school–aged children underestimates the importance
of long-run predictable differences in family income/wealth for child
development.
The reported pattern of investment responses reflects the fact that
borrowing constraints bind (at least, sometimes) when youth are older
or have become parents themselves. With sufficient dynamic complementarity, even families that are borrowing constrained when their children are young may respond to an anticipated wealth transfer during late
childhood by increasing investments at both stages of development (see
proposition 2). Of course, responses to a late transfer are likely to be
muted for constrained young parents who can increase their early investments only at the expense of contemporaneous consumption. This can be
seen more directly by simulating an equivalent transfer (in discounted
value) given to young parents rather than to old parents. The effects of
this are reported in the final row of table 8. Consistent with proposition 2
and the fact that early-borrowing constraints bind for some families (see table 7), we observe stronger investment responses to the transfer to young
parents (compare the second and third rows); however, the differences
are modest relative to the differences between unanticipated and anticipated transfers to old parents (first row vs. second).
F. Decomposing Investment Gaps:
Ability and Market Frictions
Heterogeneity in ability and market frictions (i.e., life-cycle borrowing constraints, the nonnegative-transfer constraint, imperfect insurance against
earnings risk) generate the sizable differences in early and late educational investments by parental background in our framework. Table 9 explores the relative importance of these forces, beginning with the “raw,”
or unconditional, gaps in investment between children from the highest
and lowest parental income quartiles.59 As reported in the first row, children from high-income families invest roughly $3,000 more at early ages
and nearly $8,000 more at later ages than children from low-income families. The college attendance gap by income is 38 percentage points. With
no market frictions, these investment differences would be driven entirely by differences in intergenerational transmission of ability v in our
model.
59
The average differences between the highest and lowest quartiles in parental income
are about $54,000 among young parents and $79,000 among old parents.
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TABLE 9
Decomposition of Investment Gaps between Parental Income Quartiles 1 and 4
Change Relative
to Baseline (%)

Investment Gaps

Average Average Some College Average Average Some College
i1 ($)
i 2 ($)
or More
i1
i2
or More
Baseline:
Unconditional
Conditional on
parent ability
Conditional on
child ability
Relax all borrowing
limits:
Unconditional
Conditional on
child ability

3,057

7,743

.38

2,940

6,938

.34

23.8

210.4

29.9

2,615

5,924

.28

214.5

223.5

226.6

3,555

8,174

.33

16.3

5.6

214.1

2,480

3,757

.12

218.9

251.5

267.6

Note.—Income quartiles are based on young-parent earnings for analysis of early investments (“Average i1”) and old-parent earnings for analysis of late investments (“Average i 2”
and “Some College or More”). For cases under “Relax all borrowing limits,” we set g 5 0:99
and solve for the corresponding steady state.

To quantify the importance of market frictions, we begin by exploring
the extent to which gaps in investment by family income remain after conditioning on ability. The second row of table 9 conditions only on parental
ability, which is informative about the correlation between parental ability
and income. This reduces investment gaps by as much as 10%, with more
modest effects on early investment. The third row conditions on the child’s
own ability, fully accounting for any differences in the productivity of
investments across children. In this case, differences in investment are explained entirely by market frictions. These results suggest that 15%–27%
of the raw gaps in investment by family income are due to differences in
ability; the remaining 73%–85% are due to various market frictions.
To isolate the effects of life-cycle borrowing constraints (from other
market frictions), we can relax all life-cycle borrowing constraints to their
“natural limits” (Laitner 1992; Huggett 1993; Aiyagari 1994) by setting
g 5 1. This is reported in the final two rows of table 9. Families are constrained only by the requirement that they must repay their loans under
all circumstances, in which case they would never wish to borrow more
than these implied limits (given that standard Inada conditions are satisfied for u(c)).60 While this effectively eliminates distortions related to
life-cycle borrowing constraints, the fraction of parents constrained from
making negative transfers rises from less than 1% to 5%. These effects
60
For computational purposes, we set g 5 0:99 so that consumption is always strictly
positive.
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are concentrated among lower-ability parents with high-ability children,
because the latter have better lifetime opportunities than the former. Despite the increased salience of the nonnegative-transfer constraint, investments increase substantially for most children—average early- and
late-investment amounts more than double. As table 9 shows, eliminating
borrowing constraints increases unconditional early and late average investment gaps by 16% and 6%, respectively; although, it reduces collegegoing differences by 14%.
So why do the gaps widen when market frictions decline? Recall that
investments are distorted not only by contemporaneous binding constraints but also by potentially binding future constraints. Thus, eliminating life-cycle constraints altogether leads to more efficient investments
for all families. The final row in the table reveals that the larger investment gaps by parental income primarily reflect the more efficient allocation of investment by ability and the strong correlation between parental
ability and income. Compared to the unconditional investment gaps by
family income in our baseline economy (first row), average early-investment
gaps are substantially reduced when borrowing constraints are eliminated and we condition on ability. This is particularly true for average late
investments and college attendance gaps, which are reduced by half and
two-thirds, respectively. The reduction in early-investment gaps is much
more modest at 19%. Alternatively, comparing the economy with (third
row) and without (fifth row) life-cycle borrowing constraints, we observe
substantial reductions in investment gaps by parental income conditional
on ability. The remaining gaps can be attributed to the distortions caused
by the nonnegative-transfer constraint and imperfect insurance against labor market risk.
In table 10, we further examine the role of intergenerational ability
transmission. We begin by studying the importance of parental human
capital as a direct determinant of child ability by shutting down its effect
on the intergenerational transmission of ability. Specifically, we set p2 5 0
in equation (14), adjusting p0 and p1 to hold constant Prðv0 jvÞ. In doing
so, we maintain the same intergenerational correlation of ability but eliminate the force that directly links parental investments in their own human capital to their child’s ability. Simulating this counterfactual economy reveals that eliminating the direct effects of parental human capital
on children would lead to an increase in both early and late investment
for the children of high school dropouts (whose children are now more
able, on average) but would reduce investments among the children born
to more educated parents (whose children are now less able, on average).61
61
Because Prðv0 jv, hÞ < Prðv0 jvÞ for low-h parents in our baseline economy with p2 > 0,
setting p2 5 0 while holding Prðv0 jvÞ fixed results in a higher expected ability for their children. The reverse is true for high-h parents.
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TABLE 10
Intergenerational Ability and Investment Transmission

Baseline
(1)
Average gap ($) by
parental education
(college graduate 2
HS dropout parents):
i1
i2
Intergenerational
correlation:
In v
In i 2
In h
In lifetime earnings

3,829
14,336

No Effect of
Parental h
on Child v0
(2)

3,468
13,080
.31
.52
.50
.29

No
Correlation
between
Parent and
Child v0
(3)

2,525
9,092
.31
.46
.46
.26

Perfect
Correlation
between
Parent and
Child v0
(4)

5,385
21,680
.00
.29
.28
.19

1.00
.85
.87
.44

Note.—All results are based on steady-state simulations. For col. 2, we set p2 5 0 and
adjust p0 and p1 to keep Prðv0 jvÞ fixed at the baseline steady-state probabilities. Column 3
sets Prðv0 jvÞ 5 Prðv0 Þ based on the unconditional cross-sectional probability in the baseline
steady state. Column 4 sets v0 5 v and sets the fraction of each ability type equal to the unconditional cross-sectional probability in the baseline steady state. Lifetime earnings reflect
the discounted present value of adult earnings: W3 1 R 21 W4 1 R 22 W5 .

Comparing columns 1 and 2 of table 10, we observe that the early-investment
gap between the children of college graduates and those of high school
dropouts would decline by nearly $400 and the late-investment gap would
decline by more than $1,300. The intergenerational correlation for late
investments, acquired human capital, and the present value of (adult) lifetime earnings would also fall.62 These findings suggest a modest role for
direct effects of parental human capital on child ability (or the production of child skills more generally) in the determination of intergenerational mobility.
In column 3 of table 10, we fully eliminate the ability correlation between parent and child. Not surprisingly, investment gaps by parental education shrink dramatically. In this case, the children of high school dropouts are just as likely to be of high ability as the children of college graduates.
Investment gaps by parental education fall by about one-third relative to
baseline differences but remain sizable, reflecting the influence of market
frictions (i.e., borrowing constraints, uninsured risk, and nonnegative
transfers) on intergenerational mobility. Even with no intergenerational
correlation in raw ability, the intergenerational correlations in late investments (0.29), human capital (0.28), and lifetime earnings (0.19) would remain sizable.
62

Adult lifetime earnings are given by W3 1 R 21 W4 1 R 22 W5 .
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The final column of table 10 shows how much stronger intergenerational correlations in investments are if ability is perfectly correlated. In
this case, all high school dropouts are of low ability and always have lowability children, while all college graduates are of high ability and always
have high-ability children. Investments in the children of high school
dropouts fall dramatically; investments in the children of college graduates increase. Investment gaps by parental education increase by roughly
half relative to the baseline. The intergenerational correlation in late investments increases to 0.85, with market frictions continuing to generate
a limited amount of intergenerational mobility. Altogether, these simulations show that the intergenerational transmission of ability (as determined by parental human capital and ability) and its interactions with
market frictions play a central role in shaping intergenerational investment and earnings relationships.
IV. Policy Analysis
This section analyzes three separate policy interventions. First, we consider different loan policies to evaluate the importance of borrowing
constraints at different stages of child development. This reveals that
eliminating all life-cycle constraints has a much greater impact than relaxing constraints in any single period. Second, we study fiscally equivalent early- and late-investment subsidy policies. The stronger investment
response to early subsidies highlights the interaction between dynamic
complementarity and early-borrowing constraints. We also show that
the investment response to late subsidies is much stronger when early investments are allowed to adjust than when they are held fixed, highlighting the economic importance of dynamic complementarity and endogenous early-investment behavior. We compute the optimal ratio of early
to late subsidies and show that shifting resources from late to early childhood increases aggregate welfare. Third, we consider the effects of a fiscally equivalent increase in the level of early public investment. This exercise underscores the extent to which different types of human capital
investment policies affect different ends of the education distribution.
A.

Increasing Borrowing Limits

Given the complementarity between early and late investments and the
fact that borrowing constraints bind for many parents in our baseline
steady state, relaxing borrowing constraints should lead to increases in investment during both early and late childhood (see sec. II). To investigate
this quantitatively, we simulate the “short-run” and “long-run” responses
to a permanent $2,500 increase in borrowing limits for all young parents
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and then again for all old parents (leaving all other borrowing limits unchanged in both cases). In the case of short-run responses, we consider
the effects on children who are young when the expanded loan policy
is implemented, so both early- and late-investment choices can respond.
Long-run responses are based on behavior in the new steady state relative
to the baseline economy, reflecting changes in asset and human capital
distributions that take place across generations.
We start by permanently increasing borrowing limits for young parents. The effects of this on early and late investments in children and
on their average postschool earnings are reported in table 11. Focusing
first on short-run impacts, we see that relaxing borrowing constraints
on young parents would lead to modest increases in investment. Increases
in early investment would be greatest among children of high school graduates, while the children of high school dropouts and those with some college would also experience above-average increases. This is not surprising,
given the shares of young parents constrained by education level reported
in table 7. As a result of dynamic complementarity, the increases in early
investment are met with increases in late investment, especially in college
attendance. The average wages of young adults increase by 0.4% in the
short run.
The long-run changes (also in table 11) incorporate the fact that some
young parents borrow more and accumulate more debt as old parents,
causing them to transfer less to their children. Despite the fact that constrained parents with any given level of assets and human capital are likely
to invest more in their children, asset distributions shift leftward over the
long run such that the fractions of young and old parents who are borrowing constrained change very little. This decline in asset levels leads
to lower overall investment levels and negligible long-run effects on average wages.
These results suggest that relaxing borrowing constraints can be a
double-edged sword in terms of human capital investment. In the short
run, investment and debt increase among constrained families, leading
to reductions in intergenerational transfers. Unconstrained parents are
also likely to reduce transfers to their children, even though they do not
benefit directly from increased loan limits. To the extent that their descendants may benefit from higher loan limits, these parents will attempt
to capture some of the “family” gains by transferring less to their children.
While these responses are good in terms of “family” or “dynastic” welfare,
they saddle future generations with more debt and can lead to long-run
reductions in human capital investment. These results underscore the potential conflict between short-run effects on current generations and
long-run effects on future generations. They also highlight the fact that
some policies may have important indirect effects on asset accumulation

TABLE 11
Effects of Increasing Young Parents’ Borrowing Limit by $2,500
Short-Run Effects (% Change)
Parental
Education
All levels
High school dropout
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate

Long-Run Effects (% Change)

Average
i1

Average
i2

High School
or More

Some College
or More

Average
W3

Average
i1

Average
i2

High School
or More

Some College
or More

Average
W3

2.6
3.2
5.8
4.7
.5

1.9
3.2
3.2
3.7
.1

.5
3.9
.1
2.4
.0

4.8
5.4
8.2
7.9
.4

.4
.3
.5
.8
.1

2.6
1.4
2.8
2.8
.5

2.6
1.7
21.1
2.5
.1

.1
3.1
2.6
2.8
.0

1.5
2.3
.5
3.1
.4

2.1
.1
2.1
2.1
.1
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if future generations are affected: a policy may cause current generations
to respond even if they themselves are not directly affected by the policy.
Relaxing constraints on older parents has even greater impacts on investments in children, for two reasons related to the finding that these
constraints are most likely to bind for highly educated parents. First,
highly educated parents have a greater propensity to spend additional resources on child investment rather than consumption. Second, children
themselves are discouraged from investing when they are likely to be constrained later in life, especially when those constraints are more salient at
high education levels. See table 12. In the short run, early investment increases by 10.9%, on average, while the college attendance rate increases
by 5%. Average earnings rise by 1.8%, with the largest increases among
youth whose parents went to college. The sizable increase in earnings
helps offset the consequences of greater borrowing on intergenerational
transfers, so short- and long-run impacts are similar.
Because old children are not borrowing constrained in our baseline
steady state, relaxing their borrowing limits has no effect on investment behavior.63 Yet this does not mean that investment decisions for old children
are at unconstrained optimal levels (even conditional on early-investment
choices), because many of these children face binding constraints as young
and old parents. Still, allowing them to borrow more as old children does
nothing to alleviate these future constraints.
So far, these results suggest a modest role for credit market limits. We
now show that this is not the case. Instead of increasing borrowing limits
one period at a time, we simultaneously relax all life-cycle borrowing constraints to their “natural limits” (Laitner 1992; Huggett 1993; Aiyagari
1994) by setting g 5 1. Individuals never want to borrow more than these
limits allow. As shown in table 13, fully relaxing borrowing constraints
leads to sizable increases in human capital investments that are an order
of magnitude larger than those observed for $2,500 increases in borrowing limits for young or old parents alone.64 Early investments increase
more than late investments, and investments increase the most among
the children of high school graduates and dropouts. The intergenerational correlation of h falls from 0.5 to 0.4 as a result. These investment
responses raise the average earnings of young adults by 11.7% in the
short run and 17.7% in the long run.
Table 13 suggests that borrowing limits considerably discourage family
investments, despite the fact that less than 15% of parents are actually
at their borrowing limits in the baseline economy. Uncertainty is one
63
Keane and Wolpin (2001), Johnson (2013), Hai and Heckman (2017), and Abbott
et al. (2019) also find small effects of expanding loan limits at college-going ages, although
for varied reasons.
64
As in table 9, we set g 5 0:99 for computational purposes to ensure that consumption
is always strictly positive.

TABLE 12
Effects of Increasing Old Parents’ Borrowing Limit by $2,500
Short-Run Effects (% Change)
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Parental
Education
All levels
High school dropout
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate

Long-Run Effects (% Change)

Average
i1

Average
i2

High School
or More

Some College
or More

Average
W3

Average
i1

Average
i2

High School
or More

Some College
or More

Average
W3

10.9
13.2
13.4
18.9
6.3

9.6
9.6
10.0
15.8
6.1

2.2
4.1
3.2
2.0
2.3

5.0
4.2
8.4
9.1
.1

1.8
1.0
1.2
3.0
1.9

11.0
23.0
8.4
5.2
.0

9.8
16.2
6.5
5.5
.7

2.5
4.7
2.2
1.5
2.3

5.3
9.1
3.4
1.0
21.0

1.8
1.7
.5
.9
.1

TABLE 13
Effects of Fully Relaxing All Borrowing Limits
Short-Run Effects (% Change)
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Parental
Education
All levels
High school
dropout
High school
graduate
Some college
College graduate

Long-Run Effects (% Change)

Average
i1

Average
i2

High School
or More

Some College
or More

Average
W3

Average
i1

Average
i2

High School
or More

Some College
or More

Average
W3

72.5

63.2

12.5

31.0

11.7

111.1

89.6

14.4

48.8

17.7

151.0

112.9

31.1

85.5

11.8

54.1

46.7

17.7

24.7

4.4

161.4
102.9
16.8

116.4
90.9
13.0

14.4
7.3
4.7

74.8
24.0
2.4

14.0
16.3
4.5

183.5
40.9
12.1

126.3
44.1
9.7

13.8
4.6
4.5

71.7
.8
21.5

13.4
7.5
3.3

Note.—These results report percentage changes relative to the baseline for the counterfactual case with g 5 0:99.
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important aspect of this result, because most, if not all, families face the
potential of binding constraints in the future. This can discourage investment even if families never actually end up borrowing to their limits. The
dynamics of the problem are also important, because relaxing borrowing constraints in one period can have limited effects on investment and
borrowing if future borrowing constraints are likely to bind. Indeed, the
L3 borrowing limits cannot be relaxed much more than $2,500 for lowhuman-capital individuals if L4 is not also relaxed.65 However, relaxing
all borrowing constraints together (i.e., raising g to 1 from 0.22), allows
us to more than quadruple borrowing opportunities at each stage of life.
B. Subsidizing Investments
We next study the consequences of increasing subsidy rates for early and
late human capital investments. This analysis highlights the implications
of dynamic complementarity in investments and borrowing constraints
when considering policies targeted to different stages of development.
In this exercise, we consider constant changes in marginal subsidy
rates. In particular, let S1 ði1 Þ 5 s1 i1 , where our baseline calibration assumes that s1 5 0 and late investments are subsidized according to
S~2 ði 2 Þ 5 S 2 ði 2 Þ 1 s2 i2 , where the baseline subsidy function S 2(i 2) is described in section III.C.1. We begin by separately increasing s1 and s2 so
that total expenditures on all education subsidies (i.e., S1 ði1 Þ 1 S~ 2 ði 2 Þ) increase by the same amount, making the policies comparable.66
Table 14 reports the short- and long-run effects of additional subsidies
for early and late investments. Because they are so similar, we discuss only
the short-run results. The first row reports the effects of subsidizing early
human capital investment at a rate of 10%. The per-student total cost of
this policy is about $1,420, with roughly three-quarters of this coming
from the increased costs associated with subsidies for late investments.
Not surprisingly, there is a large increase in early investment (64%).
Because investments are complementary, this policy also increases late

65
More specifically, L 3(h) cannot be raised by more than $2,515 (to $3,647) for the lowest h value, given that the borrowing limit must ensure that (1) all debts must always be
repaid and (2) future debts can never exceed future borrowing limits. If L4(h) is also set
to the natural limit, then L 3(h) can be raised to $5,156 for the lowest h value.
66
These results abstract from distortions that might be generated from taxation in order
to raise revenue to cover the costs. As discussed in sec. III.A.1, there are no investment distortions of flat taxes (rate t) on earnings if investments are tax deductible and borrowing
constraints are proportional to 1 2 t. If nondeductible flat taxes on earnings are imposed
to cover the costs of new subsidies, this has only modest effects on the simulated policy impacts. For example, table 14 indicates that the average long-run increase in W3 associated
with the fiscally equivalent early- and late-investment subsidies we consider would be 8.4%
and 4.4%, respectively. If nondeductible flat taxes are imposed to cover these costs, the
comparable long-run increases in average W3 would be 7.8% and 3.6%.

TABLE 14
Effects of Early- and Late-Investment Subsidies
Short-Run Effects (% Change)

Policy
Announced early:
s1 5 .10
s2 5 .026
Announced late:
s2 5 .26

Long-Run Effects (% Change)

Average
i1

Average
i2

High
School
or More

Some
College
College
Average Average Average
i2
i2
or More Graduation
W3

High
School
or More

Some
College College Average
or More Graduate
W3

63.6
12.9

22.5
25.9

.8
15.9

13.5
17.7

43.2
39.3

6.5
3.6

76.2
17.2

30.1
29.6

1.7
16.2

18.8
20.6

56.4
45.5

8.4
4.4

.0

15.4

15.9

15.4

15.1

1.6

17.2

29.6

16.2

20.6

45.5

4.4
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investment by roughly 23%. Most of the changes in the education distribution come from increases at the upper end, with a 43% increase in the
college graduation rate. Average postschool wages increase by 6.5%.
We next consider the effects of increasing the marginal subsidy rate
to late investments by s2 5 0:026 (also costing $1,420 per student). We
begin by discussing the effects of this policy when parents are aware of
the higher subsidy rate when their children are young (second row of table 14). Thus, both early and late investments may respond. Although this
policy costs the same as a 10% subsidy to early investment, it has weaker
effects on human capital accumulation. Early investments increase by
only 13%, compared with 64% for the early-investment subsidy. Perhaps
more surprisingly, the increase in average late investment is only slightly
greater than that generated by the early-investment subsidy. While late
subsidies have weaker impacts on college completion than early subsidies,
they appear to increase high school graduation rates more. These investment responses imply a 3.6% increase in average entry-wage rates, much
less than the response to an early-investment subsidy.
These results underscore the interaction between credit constraints
and dynamic complementarity. While unconstrained families increase
both early and late investments in response to an (anticipated) increase
in s2, constrained young parents are limited in how much they can increase investments in their young children. Complementarity implies
that if children do not receive adequate early investments, it may not be
worthwhile for parents to make later investments, even if they are heavily
subsidized. By contrast, early-investment subsidies enable families to increase investments in their young children without having to sacrifice current consumption or borrow more. Those early investments can then be
matched with later investments. While policies targeted at college-age students are often promoted for their benefits to children from low-income
families, these findings highlight the limits of intervening at such a late
age if families are constrained when their children are young.
The third row of table 14 reports the effects of an increase in s2 that is
announced after early investments have already been made. This measures the (very) short-run effects for families with older children when
the policy is first announced and introduced. Here, we see more modest
effects on late investment and human capital accumulation, because early
investment is held fixed. Overall, average late investment increases by
15.4%, a little more than half the effect observed when early investment
is also able to adjust. This, coupled with no change in early investment,
produces a much smaller short-run increase in wages (1.6% vs. 3.6% when
early investment adjusts). Increases in high school completion and college attendance (i.e., some college or more) rates are very similar whether
or not early investments are able to adjust. (Notably, simulated effects on
college attendance rates are consistent with most estimates of the impacts
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of tuition and financial aid on college attendance in the United States.)67
By contrast, effects on college completion are less than half when early investment cannot respond (15%, compared to 39%). Substantial early investments are needed to make a college degree worthwhile.
These results demonstrate the importance of accounting for the interaction between early and late investments when considering education
policies. Holding constant adolescent skill levels when analyzing policies
that affect high school or college attendance decisions is not innocuous.
Failing to account for adjustments in early investment not only neglects
those responses but also leads one to underestimate the policy’s full impact on late investments. Together, these imply substantial underestimation of policy effects on human capital and wages (except, of course, for
those families with older children at the time of the policy change). Our
results suggest that failure to account for early-investment responses would
cause researchers to underestimate the full impact of postsecondary subsidies on earnings by almost 60%.68
Given the differential effects of early- and late-investment subsidies, we
consider whether it is efficient to increase s1 while reducing s2 to hold
government investment expenditures constant.69 We find that increasing
early-investment subsidies to s1 5 0:43, offset by a reduction in lateinvestment subsidies (s2 5 20:36), maximizes the expected-value function for the current generation of young parents, E[V3(a 3, h, v0 )]. This
policy increases welfare by an amount equivalent to increasing consumption in every period (for every generation) by 0.33%. Not surprisingly,
the increase in early-investment subsidies, coupled with a reduction in
late-investment subsidies, leads to a shift in investment to the earlier period. Table 15 shows that average early investment increases by more
than 300% while average late investment declines by nearly half (with
a dramatic drop in college graduation rates). Average earnings during
early adulthood increase by 11%. The impacts of this policy change are
not the same for all children. Shifting subsidies toward early investment
exacerbates differences in early investment by parental education while
reducing differences in late investments. The wage gains most benefit
67
Our s2 increase of 0.026 is roughly equivalent to a $1,200 reduction in annual tuition
for the first two years of college. Our simulations suggest that this increases college attendance by 6.8 percentage points in the short run. Kane (2006) and Deming and Dynarski
(2009) provide recent surveys of the related empirical literature, concluding that a $1,000 reduction in tuition leads to a 3–6 percentage point increase in college attendance.
68
These concerns apply not only to structural models of schooling decisions but also to
more standard regression or quasi-experimental estimates of the effect of tuition or financial aid changes on college attendance. These strategies may identify the very short-run effects on older cohorts of college-age children when the policy is implemented, but they are
unlikely to identify the medium- or long-term effects on younger or future cohorts.
69
We consider policy changes that hold constant the discounted present value of all
investment expenditures from the present and forever after (i.e., including the transition
period).
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TABLE 15
Short-Run Effects of Welfare-Maximizing Budget Neutral Changes
in Early- and Late-Investment Subsidies
High
Some
Average Average School College College Average
i1
or More or More Graduate
W3
i2

Change in averages/
probability (%)
Change in gaps by parental
education (%)

330.2

247.0

215.2

219.5

290.5

11.1

192.5

251.6

20.8

24.1

281.5

16.9

Note.—Results reflect changes from baseline economy to an economy with a constant
increase in s1 to 0.43 and a constant reduction in S2(i 2) of s2 5 20:356. This is the welfaremaximizing level of s1, where s2 is adjusted to keep the discounted present value of government expenditures constant. Gaps by parental education are differences between the children of college graduates and those of high school dropouts.

the children of highly educated parents, with the difference between wages
of children of college graduates and those of children of high school dropouts increasing by 17%. Comparing the two steady states, the intergenerational correlation in discounted adult lifetime earnings rises from 0.29 to
0.34, reflecting a sizable reduction in intergenerational mobility.
C. Public Provision of Early Investment
Finally, we consider the effects of increasing the amount of publicly provided (lump-sum) early investment, p1. Conceptually, changes in p1 and s1
are quite different. While an increase in the marginal subsidy rate lowers
the price of and encourages private investment for all families, this is not
the case for an expansion of public lump-sum investments. Among families already investing heavily in their young children, an increase in p1
largely crowds out private investment activity. It is equivalent to an income transfer for those initially investing more than the increase in p1.
By contrast, there is little scope for crowd-out among children who initially receive very little or no early private investment. Their total early
investments increase one for one with increases in public investments.
We consider an increase in p1 of $880, equivalent in cost to the early
and late subsidies studied above. On average, this increase crowds out
$344 of early private investment, or 39% of the added public investment.
In the long run, high school completion rates increase by 16%, and the
fraction that attends some college (or more) increases by 20%. Because
the policy mainly increases total early investment for those who invest
very little to begin with, it has a small effect on college completion rates,
5%. Average wages increase by 2.8%, roughly one-third of the response to
an increase in early subsidy rates.
It is noteworthy that increasing early public investments (p1) and increasing early subsidies (s1) affect educational outcomes at opposite ends
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of the distribution. A modest increase in p1 does not raise early investments enough to make college completion worthwhile for those who were
investing little to begin with. By contrast, an increase in s1 encourages
those who were already making investments to invest more, pushing many
of them across the college completion threshold. Yet modest early-investment
subsidies are ineffective at raising high school completion rates, because
most dropouts appear to be at a “corner” solution during early childhood,
wishing to invest less than is already publicly provided for free. Of course,
these are precisely the children whose early investments increase one for
one with increases in p1.
V. Sensitivity Analysis
We conduct a comprehensive sensitivity analysis for our calibration, counterfactual, and policy simulations. We summarize our main findings after
recalibrating the model, imposing three different values of b that vary the
extent of dynamic complementarity. We also recalibrate our model using
a “full” family income measure that adjusts for the possibility that mothers
may work part-time in order to spend time investing in their children. Detailed results are provided in the online appendix, where we also include
similar analyses of sensitivity to other parameter restrictions on the
borrowing-constraint parameter (g 5 0:5), the effect of parental human
capital on the probability of the child’s ability (p2 5 0), and the unmeasured cost of high school (z 1 5 0).
Given the importance of dynamic complementarity as defined by b, we
explore the sensitivity of our analysis to other plausible values (0.5, 0, and
20.5) consistent with the range implied by previous estimates. Recall that
our baseline estimate is b 5 0:26, so the case of b 5 0:5 implies more substitutability, while the other two cases imply stronger complementarity,
with b 5 0 reflecting a Cobb-Douglas technology. The estimates for most
other parameters are largely unaffected by the assumed value of b, and
the model fit is only slightly worse for the two cases closest to the baseline.
The fit for stronger complementarity (b 5 20:5) is notably worse, especially for the schooling distribution and moments related to the conditional wage distributions. Early-investment levels vary somewhat across
specifications (ranging from an average of $1,296 for the Cobb-Douglas
case to $3,389 for b 5 20:5); however, the levels of late investment (targeted by the calibration) are quite similar for all cases. The ratios of investment for children of college graduates relative to that for children
of high school dropouts are quite similar to the baseline case, ranging
from 4.8 to 6.6 for the early period and from 3.9 to 4.6 for the later period.
The implied shares of families up against their borrowing or transfer constraints (as well as the patterns of constraints by parental education) are
also comparable to the baseline calibration. These results suggest that
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key features of the baseline economy we study are robust to other, reasonable, values of b.
We also consider our counterfactual and policy simulations under
these different parameter sets. As one would expect, the late-investment
and wage effects of an unanticipated income/wealth transfer to parents
with old children are closer to the effects of an anticipated transfer when
investments are more substitutable (b 5 0:5), while the opposite is true
when dynamic complementarity is strong (b 5 20:5). In the latter case,
the effects of an unanticipated transfer on investments are negligible,
while the effects of an anticipated transfer are similar to those of our baseline case. Our counterfactual simulations aimed at studying intergenerational mobility suggest a comparable role for the intergenerational transmission of ability and a similar or stronger role for life-cycle borrowing
constraints, as compared to the baseline. Results are also similar across
specifications for our policy simulations that relax borrowing constraints
or subsidize investments. The effects of relaxing borrowing constraints at
only one stage of development are modest, while the impacts of fully
eliminating constraints are substantial. Subsidies for early investments always have greater effects on wages than late-investment subsidies. Announcing late subsidies at early ages has greater effects on wages than
announcing them late; however, the difference is modest for strong intertemporal substitutability (b 5 0:5) and much greater for strong complementarity (b 5 20:5). The main conclusions from our baseline calibration are largely unchanged for other reasonable degrees of dynamic
complementarity.
Our baseline calibration, as well as the restricted versions just discussed, uses reported total parental earnings (mother’s plus father’s
earnings) as the conditioning measures of family income in moment
sets 3–5; however, we have also calibrated the model using a “full” family
income measure that adjusts for the possibility that mothers may work
part-time in order to spend time investing in their children. This “full”
income measure inflates earnings for mothers working less than 1,500 hours
per year to their 1,500-hour equivalent by multiplying mother’s earnings
by 1,500 and dividing by reported annual hours. This implicitly assumes
that mothers working fewer than 1,500 hours/year spend the balance of
that time investing in their children. Because this measure does not move
many families into different quartiles of the family income distribution,
the moments are highly correlated with those used in our baseline analysis. Not surprisingly, this calibration produces fairly similar parameter estimates, with slightly higher v, b, and z2 values and a lower g, and fits the
adjusted data equally well. Early-investment amounts are also comparable to those of our baseline, as are the fractions of constrained young parents. About 5 percent more old parents are constrained, with the largest
discrepancy among the children of college graduates. This is consistent
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with the higher unmeasured costs of college and lower estimated g. As in
the baseline analysis, the intergenerational transfer constraint is empirically irrelevant. The slightly higher estimated b 5 0:32 implies that anticipated versus unanticipated income/wealth transfers and subsidies for
late investment have more similar effects than in the baseline analysis.
Still, we find that anticipated transfers would have more than twice the effect of unanticipated transfers on postschool earnings. The impacts of
changes in early- versus late-borrowing constraints and investment subsidies are comparable to those found for the baseline calibration. Our analysis of the role of intergenerational ability transmission and market frictions as determinants of intergenerational mobility also yields results
quite similar to those of our baseline calibration. If anything, we find that
borrowing constraints may play an even stronger role in explaining lateinvestment gaps by parental income.
VI.

Conclusions

Our theoretical analysis of borrowing constraints and multiperiod human capital investment establishes the complexity of the interaction between dynamic complementarity and constraints, especially when one
constraint is relaxed in isolation. Borrowing constraints do not necessarily imply that investments will increase with income transfers or expansions in borrowing opportunities, especially in other periods. Relaxing
one constraint can make others more binding, causing investment to decline rather than increase. When investments are sufficiently complementary over time, they will move together so policies that encourage investment in one period will tend to raise investments in other periods as
well. These findings highlight the value of empirically grounded quantitative work.
We use a simulated method-of-moments strategy to calibrate our dynastic model of multiperiod human capital investment to a wealth of intergenerational data on earnings, schooling, early-investment measures,
and family assets from the CNLSY. The estimated parameters for our CES
human capital production function, especially the extent of dynamic complementarity between early and late investment,are broadly consistent with
previous estimates in related frameworks. We also obtain new estimates of
the intergenerational transmission of innate (unobserved) learning abilities, the degree of parental altruism, and a measure of credit market frictions. These may all be of independent interest for future researchers working with similar intergenerational models of human capital investment.
Our quantitative analysis demonstrates the importance of credit market frictions, more so than might be expected, given the methodologies
most researchers use to measure them. Despite the fact that relaxing any
one period’s borrowing constraint in isolation has very modest effects
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(consistent with much of the literature), we find that eliminating lifecycle constraints altogether has substantial impacts on investment and intergenerational mobility as a result of both dynamic complementarity and
uncertainty. Families want to adjust investments in all periods together but
may find this difficult when only a single period’s constraint is relaxed.
Furthermore, the investment decisions of many more individuals are
distorted by the potential for binding future constraints than ever end
up borrowing to their limits. We show that unanticipated changes in income for parents of college-age children (e.g., because of lottery winnings
or job loss) have modest effects on their college-going behavior and future wages. However, if parents anticipate the future income change when
their children are young, the impacts on college attendance are more than
twice as large. Impacts on postschool earnings are more than six times as
large because of the combined effects of higher early and late investments.
This suggests that quasi-experimental estimates of wealth/income effects on
educational attainment using “exogenous” wealth/income shocks to the
families of adolescent children substantially underestimate the impacts of
long-run differences in family income. As noted by Cunha and Heckman
(2007), the impacts of family income differences on higher education decisions begin with investment choices made long before children reach
high school.
While we identify strong distortions caused by life-cycle borrowing
constraints, we find that very few families are constrained by parents’ inability to “take” from their children. Even if life-cycle borrowing constraints were completely eliminated, our simulations suggest that only
about 5% of all parents would like to saddle their children with debt
in order to improve their own lot.
The same incentives for intertemporal investment comovements created by dynamic complementarity also have implications for human capital investment policy. Given the extent of dynamic complementarity we
estimate (and estimated by others), policies enacted to encourage investment at one stage of development also encourage investment at other
stages. Ignoring the early-investment response to an increase in college
subsidies underestimates the impact on future wages by 60%. Thus, the
long-run effects of many tuition subsidy policies are likely to be more
than double what traditional empirical (structural or quasi-experimental)
estimates suggest. Still, we find that aggregate earnings and welfare levels
increase by shifting marginal subsidies from the late- to the early-investment
stage. A fiscally equivalent increase in lump-sum public early investments
produces smaller average benefits but has larger impacts on the bottom
of the ability and education distribution.
The interaction of dynamic complementarity and borrowing constraints also has important implications for the distributional effects of
college-age policies. Subsidies (or loans) for higher education provide
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little benefit to families that are severely borrowing constrained when
their children are young—the inability to make early investments renders later investments unproductive. Thus, policies designed to support
college-going for youth from low-income families may fail to stimulate
investments among those most in need, paradoxically worsening intergenerational mobility.
Finally, we use our calibrated model to study the implications of intergenerational ability transmission and market frictions (i.e., life-cycle borrowing constraints, nonnegative parental transfers, and uninsured risk)
for intergenerational mobility. In our baseline calibration of the current
economy, we find that differences in ability at birth can explain about
one-quarter of the college attendance gap between high- and low-income
families. Eliminating all life-cycle borrowing constraints further wipes out
more than half of the remaining gap. We also consider moving from the
current economy to one in which there are no intergenerational linkages
in the transmission of learning abilities. The intergenerational correlation in late investments falls by almost half, while the intergenerational
correlation in lifetime earnings falls by one-third. While these changes
are transformative, there is still considerable persistence in outcomes
across generations. These exercises highlight the importance of both
ability transmission and market frictions for intergenerational mobility.
Our analysis of life-cycle child development and intergenerational mobility naturally abstracts from several factors that future work should explore. Incorporating marriage/divorce and fertility decisions would allow for other margins of adjustment that might mitigate the impacts of
constraints on investments; however, given the strong positive (negative)
correlation between education and marriage (fertility) observed empirically, introducing these choices could exacerbate the effects of borrowing constraints for low-educated parents. Allowing for endogenous labor
supply behavior would incorporate another margin of adjustment in response to borrowing constraints and would introduce distortionary effects of taxation. While we have considered labor market risk, future work
might also consider risky investments in the human capital production
process, which can discourage investments even in the absence of borrowing constraints. We currently assume a form of ad hoc borrowing limits motivated by the literature on endogenously determined constraints,
yet subsequent policy analyses in this area would benefit from a more explicit treatment of constraints derived from inherent market frictions related to limited commitment or information asymmetries. Finally, it is
clear that more and shorter time periods would enrich the nature of human capital production and allow for a more detailed analysis of important life-cycle issues we neglect. While improvements along these lines
should add credibility to any policy analysis, it is important to take seriously the interactions between ability transmission, borrowing constraints,
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and the technology of skill formation highlighted in our analysis. We
have purposely focused on general lessons to help guide future work in
this area.
Appendix A
Data from the CNLSY
We use data from the CNLSY, which follows the children born to all women in
the NLSY79. The mothers in our sample are original NLSY79 respondents aged
14–22 in 1979, when the survey began. Our sample includes data collected up to
2010.
The data contain measures of family income every year from 1979 to 1994 and
biennially thereafter. Our analysis uses the sum of reported earnings for the father and mother as the main measure of family income; however, we also consider an adjusted measure of earned “full”’ income in table 1 and (as part of
our sensitivity analysis) in section V. This measure uses reported hours worked
by mothers to adjust their earnings to a 1,500-hour (30 hours per week) annual
equivalent. Specifically, for all mothers working less than 1,500 hours, we multiply reported earnings by 1,500 and divide by reported hours. We then add this to
father’s earnings to get our measure of earned “full” income. All income measures are deflated to 2008 values using the CPI-U.70
We discount combined family earnings back to age 0 of the child, using a 5%
annual interest rate. Our measure of “early” income averages family earnings
over child ages 0–11, while our measure of “late” income averages earnings over
ages 12–23. These assumptions and age groups are used throughout.
We categorize individuals (mothers and children) with less than 12 years of
completed schooling as high school dropouts, those with exactly 12 years as high
school graduates, those with 13–15 years as some college, and those with 16 or
more years as college graduates. In table 1, we refer to those with 13 or more years
of completed schooling as having attended college. For children, if educational
attainment is unavailable at age 21 (24), we use reported education at ages 22–
24 (25–27). For mothers, we use educational attainment as of age 28 (or ages 29
and 30 if missing at earlier ages).
The CNLSY contains many potential measures of early investments. We use
eight measures from children aged 6–7 in calculating our early-investment factor
scores: (1) 10 or more books in home, (2) musical instrument in home, (3) child
taken to music/theater performance at least once in past year, (4) child taken to
a museum at least once in past year, (5) child gets special lessons or does extracurricular activities, (6) family gets a daily newspaper, (7) family encourages hobbies, and (8) mother reads to the child three or more times per week.

70
We impute missing earnings separately for mothers and fathers, using individualspecific regressions of log earnings on an intercept, age, and age squared whenever at least
eight positive values are available and respondents are age 22 or older. Less than 10% of
our final family earnings measures are imputed. Combined family earnings values of greater
than $500,000 or less than $500 are set to missing.
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The CNLSY contains measures of many child and mother characteristics that
may affect educational attainment. In panel B of table 1, we include many of
these variables as controls, as described in the table note.
Most of our analysis uses respondents from the random sample of the NLSY79
(or their children in the CNLSY). The only exceptions to this are our three sets
of (early and late) investment and child wage moments conditional on parental
income (i.e., moment sets 3–5, as described in sec. III.C and app. C). Because
sample sizes for several conditioning sets are quite small in the random sample
alone, we also include the black and Hispanic oversamples as well. (Note that we
use income distributions in the random sample in assigning families to their respective income quartiles.) This approach implicitly assumes that expected investments and early postschool wages are independent of race, conditional on
parental income and education (as well as own education in the case of wages).
Appendix B
Theoretical Results
Propositions 1–4 extend the life-cycle analysis of Caucutt, Lochner, and Park
(2017) to the dynastic framework of section II. This appendix begins by showing how the dynastic problem of section II can be mapped directly into the
life-cycle problem of early and late human capital investment in the earlier work.
While this is not necessary for proving proposition 1, it helps link the two frameworks and allows us to apply key results of the earlier work to prove propositions 2–4.
B1.

Mapping the Dynastic Problem into the Life-Cycle Problem
of Caucutt, Lochner, and Park

In mapping the dynastic problem of section II to the life-cycle problem studied in
Caucutt, Lochner, and Park (2017), it is useful to define the following functions:
U1 ðX Þ 5 maxuðc3 Þ 1 ruðX 2 c3 Þ,
c3

U2 ðX Þ 5 maxuðc4 Þ 1 buðc5 Þ 1 b2 uðc6 Þ 1 ruðX 1 R 21 W5 ðhÞ 2 c4 2 R 21 c5 2 R 22 c6 Þ,
c4 ,c5 ,c6

subject to c5 1 R 21 c6 2 W5 ðhÞ ≥ 2RL 4 :
The first function reflects total family utility when the child is young (with consumption allocated optimally across parent and child), while the second function reflects the sum of utility for the old child and the discounted remaining lifetime utility for the old parent when consumption is optimally allocated. The latter
takes into account that the parent will earn W5(h) in postparenthood and that
borrowing for the old parent cannot exceed L4. Importantly, both U1(⋅) and U2(⋅)
are strictly increasing and strictly concave, because u 0 ðcÞ > 0 and u 00 ðcÞ < 0.
With these two functions, we can rewrite the dynastic problem in section II.B
in terms of aggregated consumption amounts (C10 , C20 ) investments (i10 , i20 ), and
assets (a30 , a4 ):
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V3 ða3 , hÞ 5

max U1 ðC10 Þ 1 bU2 ðC20 Þ 1 b2 rV3 ða30 , h 0 Þ,

C10 ,C20 ,i10 ,i 02 ,a30 ,a4

subject to the human capital production function (eq. [7]),
C10 5 Ra 3 1 W3 ðhÞ 1 y3 2 a4 2 i10 ,

(B1)

C20 5 Ra 4 1 W4 ðhÞ 1 y4 1 W2 2 a30 2 i20 ,

(B2)

a4 ≥ 2L 3 ,
a30 ≥ 2L 2 :
This problem is nearly identical to the life-cycle problem studied in Caucutt,
Lochner, and Park (2017). The most important difference is that U1 ðÞ ≠ U2 ðÞ
here, whereas these “utility” functions are the same in the earlier work. Fortunately, none of the results in that work related to propositions 2–4 of this paper
require that U1 ðÞ 5 U2 ðÞ. Instead, all related proofs require only that both functions be strictly increasing and strictly concave (as is the case). A second distinction between this problem and that of Caucutt, Lochner, and Park is that the
borrowing constraint during early childhood applies to parents here rather
than to the child himself, as in the earlier work. The implications of this constraint are exactly the same, however. A final difference is that the “continuation
value,” V3 ða30 , h 0 Þ, is the dynastic value function for the child here, while it more
simply reflects the remaining lifetime continuation value for the individual in
the life-cycle problem of Caucutt, Lochner, and Park. Again, this distinction is
irrelevant for propositions 2–4, provided that V3 ða30 , h 0 Þ is strictly increasing and
strictly concave in each argument, which is proven in the online appendix.
Finally, we note that the old parent’s constraint alone has no effect on child
investment behavior if no other constraint binds for the parent-child pair (constraints may bind for future generations). When other constraints bind, the constraint on old parents may affect investment allocations, but it does not affect the
sign of any investment responses to marginal changes in income transfers or other
borrowing limits for the parent-child pair. Consequently, the old parent’s borrowing constraint has no bearing on the results characterized in propositions 2–4.
B2.

Proofs for Propositions 1–4

Proofs for all four propositions draw on those for analogous results of Caucutt,
Lochner, and Park (2017), extending them from a life-cycle to a dynastic setting.
In all cases, the borrowing constraint on young parents in the dynastic model
plays the role of the borrowing constraint during early childhood in the life-cycle
model of Caucutt, Lochner, and Park. Proofs for propositions 2–4 rely on the mapping between the dynastic and life-cycle frameworks established in section B1, where
the proofs have to be trivially modified (not shown) to account for U1 ðÞ ≠ U2 ðÞ
(with both strictly increasing and strictly concave functions). Importantly, propositions 2–4 apply only to changes in transfers or borrowing limits for a single generation and therefore do not affect the continuation-value functions for the children when they grow up. Furthermore, they do not rely on any assumptions
regarding borrowing constraints for future generations of the dynasty.
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B2.1. Proposition 1
Using the envelope theorem to substitute in for the marginal value of human
capital, it is straightforward to show that equation (9) can be written as
!
!
u 0 ðc10 Þ 5 b2 v0 f1 ði10 , i 02 Þw

T

ob
j53

j23

Gj u 0 ðcj0 Þ

≤ b2 v0 f1 ði10 , i20 Þw

T

ob

j23

Gj ðbRÞ12j u 0 ðc10 Þ ,

j55

0
where the inequality follows from u 0 ðcj0 Þ ≥ bRu 0 ðcj11
Þ for all j 5 1, ::: , 4. This implies that vx3 f1 ði1 , i 2 Þ ≥ R 2 , with strict inequality if and only if any borrowing constraint for the child or for his young parent binds. Similarly, one can show that
vx3 f2 ði1 , i 2 Þ ≥ R, with strict inequality if and only if any borrowing constraint for
the child binds from old childhood onward.71 As demonstrated in Caucutt,
Lochner, and Park (2017), these two investment first-order conditions, combined with assumption 1, imply the results of proposition 1. See proposition 8
and its proof in Caucutt, Lochner, and Park (2017) for details.

B2.2. Proposition 2
The mapping from our dynastic framework to the life-cycle framework of Caucutt, Lochner, and Park (2017) in section B1 allows us to apply the results of
proposition 9 in that work, where the constraint during early childhood refers
to the constraint on young parents in our dynastic setting. We note that part ii
(young parent is borrowing constrained but the child is not at older ages) makes
no assumptions about borrowing constraints faced by future generations. As
long as the child is unconstrained in adulthood, V3 ða30 , h 0 Þ can be written as a
strictly concave function of total physical and human wealth, Ra 03 1 x3 h 0 , as assumed in the proof of part ii.
B2.3. Proposition 3
Proposition 3 is analogous to proposition 10 in Caucutt, Lochner, and Park (2017).
Here, we also impose that the child is unconstrained during adulthood, so V3 ða30 , h 0 Þ
can be written as a strictly concave function of Ra 03 1 x3 h 0 . This ensures that
∂2 V3 =∂a30 ∂h 0 < 0, as required by the proof. While this condition seems likely to
hold more generally (even when children are constrained during adulthood), we
have not shown this.
B2.4. Proposition 4
Proposition 4 is analogous to proposition 11 in Caucutt, Lochner, and Park
(2017). In part i, the statement that no other borrowing constraint binds for the
child again allows for the possibility that borrowing constraints can bind for future generations of the dynasty.
71
Note that the old parent’s borrowing constraint, by itself, does not imply that
u 0 ðc20 Þ > bRu 0 ðc30 Þ; if this is the only binding constraint over the child’s life, investment
will be at the unconstrained optimal amount as determined by vx3 f1 ði1 , i2 Þ 5 R 2 and
vx3 f2 ði1 , i2 Þ 5 R.
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Appendix C
Details on Identification and Calibration
This appendix provides details on identification of key model parameters, the use
of factor analysis in estimating early investments, and the calibration procedure.

C1. Details on Identification
Here, we provide a detailed discussion of identification of the human capital production technology, ability distribution, earnings growth, and distribution of earnings shocks, using life-cycle data on investments and earnings for a single generation. We assume throughout that public investment amounts (p1 and p2) and
subsidy functions (S1(⋅) and S2(⋅)) are known and that late-investment levels i 2
are perfectly observed.
Given our assumptions, adult human capital for individual n, hn, is given by equation (20). Earnings for individual n in period j are given by Wjn 5 wGj ðhn 1 e3n Þ,
where we normalize w 5 G3 5 1, and ejn ∼ log N ðm, s 2 Þ are i.i.d. over time and
across individuals.
First, we identify G4 5 E½W4n =E½W3n  and G5 5 G4 E½W5n =E½W4n  from growth in
average earnings over the life cycle. We then identify j2e 5 VarðW3n Þ 2 G21
4 CovðW3n ,
W4n Þ with panel data on earnings over the first two periods of adulthood.
Next, consider identification of the production technology and the mean of
the earnings shock. While we assume that late investment is directly observed, we
observe only J (de-meaned) noisy measures of early investment: Znj 5 aj Fn 1 vnj
for j 5 1, ::: , J , where we normalize a1 5 1 and E½Fn  5 0 and vnj are independent
across individuals and measures (i.e., vnj ⫫ vn j and vnj ⫫ vnj for all n ≠ n 0 , j ≠ j 0 ). We
also assume that the vnj measurement errors are independent of all other choice
and outcome variables (e.g., i1n, i2n, W3n). In the language of factor analysis, Fn reflects the unobserved factor generating correlation across measures, aj reflects
each factor loading, and vnj are the uniquenesses.
Because the factors Fn have no meaningful location or scale, we assume that
Fn 5 fði1n Þ maps actual early investments to factor scores, where the function
f(⋅) has Kf unknown parameters. We assume that f0 ði1 Þ > 0, so that higher factor
scores reflect higher investment, and we can write i1n 5 f21 ðFn Þ.
From data on ðZn1 , Zn2 , ::: , ZnJ , i2n , W3n Þ for J ≥ 3 early-investment measures,
the conditional density function GFji ,W ðFn ji2n , W3n Þ and density for measurement
errors, Fv ðÞ, can be identified using standard results in factor analysis conditioning on (i 2n, W3n). From this conditional density, we can form the joint distribution
of (Fn, i 2n, W3n), GF,i ,W ð, , Þ, now proceeding as though we observe this distribution directly. See Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach (2010) for a similar line of
argument.
While the model has implications for investment behavior (by parental income
and education) that can be useful in identifying parameters of the human production function (e.g., the complementarity parameter b, as discussed in proposition 2), we focus here on identification based only on the conditional density
GW jF,i ðj, Þ. Given our CES production technology, this density provides the information needed to identify all model parameters related to human capital
0

2

j

2

3

2

3

3

0
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production and the mean of earnings shocks. To see this, note that any conditional earnings moment of order l can be written as
 

 i2n 5 i 2  5 E½vln jFn 5 F,
 i 2n 5 i 2  f~ f21 ðFÞ, i 2 l 1 mle
E½W3nl jFn 5 F,
h 
ild=b

 b 1 ð1 2 aÞðp2 1 i 2 Þb
 i 2 Þðvl2 2 vl1 Þ a p1 1 f21 ðFÞ
5 ½vl1 1 P2 ðF,
1 mle ,
 i 2 Þ ; Prðvn 5 v2 jFn 5 F,
 i 2n 5 i 2 Þ is the conditional
where mle ; E½el3  and P2 ðF,
probability that an individual is of high ability, given their observed early i2 Þ as unknown, this
investment factor score and late investment. If we treat P2 ðF,


equation contains 7 1 Kf unknowns (p1, p2, F, and i2 are known) for any given
moment order l. Because, we can write mle for all l > 1 as known functions of
ðm1e , j2e Þ (given lognormality of e3) and j2e is already known, no new unknowns
are introduced if we consider additional higher-order moments for any known
 i2 ). Consequently, we always have only 7 1 Kf unknowns, reinvestment pair (F,
gardless of the number of moments we simultaneously consider.
Importantly, the distribution of e3 does not depend on (F, i2), so considering
 0 , i 02 )) adds
the set of all order moments for an additional investment pair (e.g., (F
0 0

only one new unknown parameter (i.e., P2 ðF , i 2 Þ). Therefore, the first L order
moments for any M pairs of observed (F, i2) contain a total of 6 1 Kf 1 M parameters to be identified and a total of L  M equations. Using the first L order
moments for each pair (F, i 2) requires M ≥ ð6 1 Kf Þ=ðL 2 1Þ pairs to identify
the unknown abilities (v1, v2), production technology parameters (a, b, d), Kf pa i 2 Þ, P2 ðF
 0 , i 02 Þ, and so on.72
rameters determining f(⋅), m1e , and probabilities P2 ðF,
For example, with f(⋅) a linear function (Kf 5 2), using only first- and secondorder moments requires eight pairs of (F, i 2), while using first- through thirdorder moments requires four pairs.73
In addition to conditional expectations, the minimum of W3 conditional on
(F, i 2) also provides valuable information about abilities and the human capital
production function, given lognormality of e3. Note that
 i 2 5 i 2 g 5 v1 aðp1 1 f21 ðFÞÞ
 b 1 ð1 2 aÞð p 2 1 i 2 Þb
minfW3 jF 5 F,

d=b

 i 2 Þ < 1:
for P2 ðF,

(C1)
(C1)
If a subset of observed investment pairs (F, i 2) is known to contain some lowability individuals (e.g., very low investment outcomes), then we could use the
lowest earnings levels for those investment pairs to help identify v1, (a, b, d ),
and f(⋅) (4 1 Kf parameters). Fortunately, it is possible to test whether this is
the case, because


 i 2n 5 i 2 Þ 5 P2 ðF,
 i 2 Þð1 2 P2 ðF,
 i 2 ÞÞðv2 2 v1 Þ2 f~ðF,
 i 2 Þ 2 1 j2e ,
VarðW3n jFn 5 F,
 i 2 Þ ∈ f0, 1g.
which equals j 2e (already known from above) if and only if P2 ðF,
Thus, moments based on equation (C1) can be used for all (F, i 2) satisfying
72
Knowledge of m1e and j2e together directly identifies (m, s) of the lognormal distribution for earnings shocks.
73
One can use any order moment from all other pairs of observed (F, i 2) to identify all
over all values to obtain the unconditional probability of
remaining P2(F, i 2), then average
Ð
a high type, Prðvn 5 v2 Þ 5 P 2 ðF, i 2 Þ dG F,i ðF, i 2 Þ.
2
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VarðW3 jF, i2 Þ > j2e . They might also be used for lower-investment pairs not satisfying this inequality, because these should be observed only for low-ability, v1,
types. For very high-investment pairs satisfying VarðW3 jF, i2 Þ 5 j2e , we might reasonably assume that only high-ability types are observed, enabling an analogous
approach (using the conditional minimum earnings levels) to help identify v2
and the skill production parameters.
Finally, identification of f(⋅), together with identification of Fv ðÞ (discussed
above), implies that the conditional density Gi ji ,W ðj, Þ—and therefore the joint
density, Gi ,i ,W ð, , Þ—is identified, given independence of the measurement errors vnj with each other and with (i1, i2, W3).
j

1

1

2

2

3

3

C2. Factor Analysis Using Early-Investment Measures
We do not observe early investments in our data but instead observe J noisy measures of i1 for each individual. We now show how we form conditional moments
based on these noisy measures that are compared with conditional expectations
of i1 produced by simulating our model.
We first de-mean all measures of investment to obtain Znj. On the basis of measurement (21), we use standard techniques for linear factor models to estimate
aj and j2j 5 Varðvnj Þ for all j 5 1, ::: , J (normalizing a1 5 1). We then use the
^ n for each individual such
Thomson (1935) method to estimate factor scores F
^ n 5 oJj51 wj Znj 5 Fn 1 oJj51 wj vnj and oJj51 wj 5 1.
that F
Because Fn has no meaningful location or scale, we assume that Fn 5 fði1n Þ,
where f0 ði1 Þ > 0 (over the domain of i1), so that higher factor scores reflect higher
investment. Note that E½vnj jXn  5 0 implies that E½Fn jXn 5 x 5 E½fði1n ÞjXn 5 x,
where Xn reflects conditioning variables (parental education and income in our
analysis). A first-order Taylor approximation of the unknown function f(i1)
around E½i1 jX  yields fði1 Þ ≈ fðE½i1 jX Þ 1 f0 ðE½i1 jX Þði1 2 E½i1 jX Þ. Assuming that
fði1 Þ 5 f0 1 f1 i1 1 f2 i22 , our approximation yields the following moment
conditions:
^ n jXn 5 x 2 f0 1 f1 E½i1n jXn 5 x 1 f2 ðE½i1n jXn 5 xÞ2 5 0,
E½F

(C2)

^ n jXn 5 x
used in calibration. In practice, we use a (weighted) regression of E½F
(from data) on a constant, E½i1n jXn 5 x, and E½i1n jXn 5 x2 (from the simulated
model), where different values of x reflect different levels of maternal education
and early and late family income.74 With more than three different Xn types (we
use 31 conditioning groups), these moments provide additional restrictions that
aid in identification of structural parameters in our model. To see this, note that
monotonicity of f(⋅) means that the ranking of E½i1,n jXn 5 x by x produced by
^ jn jXn 5 x by x. Restricting
the model should be the same as the ranking of E½F
f(⋅) to be a quadratic function further imposes conditions on relative differences in expected investments by x, given relative differences in the factor scores
by x. We calibrate (f0, f1, f2), along with all other structural parameters.

74
This is equivalent to minimizing the (weighted) sum of squared errors for these moments, consistent with our strategy for all other moments, as discussed below.
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C3. Calibration Using Simulated Method of Moments
We calibrate parameters of the earnings-shock distribution (m, s), the human capital production function (a, b, c), unobserved late-investment costs (z1, z2), parental altruism toward children (r), the ability distribution and its intergenerational
transmission (v1, v2, p0, p1, p2), and the debt-constraint parameter g by simulating
the model in steady state to best fit a number of moments in the NLSY79 and
CNLSY data. In particular, we fit moments related to (1) the education distribution, (2) the distribution of annual earnings for men aged 24–35 by educational
attainment, (3) measures of early-childhood investments conditional on earlyand late-parental income and maternal schooling, (4) child schooling attainment
levels conditional on early- and late-parental income and maternal schooling,
(5) child wages at ages 24–35 conditional on their own educational attainment,
maternal schooling, and early-parental income levels, and (6) the fraction of families with older children that have zero or negative net worth.
As discussed in the main text, when classifying individuals by education (either
mother or child), we categorize them by highest grade completed (completing
less than 12, 12, 13–15, or 16 or more years of school).
We minimize the weighted sum of squared errors between the simulated model
moments and the corresponding sample means in the data, where the weights
are the inverse of the sample variance for each sample mean. In simulating the
moments with our model, we solve for the steady state, given any candidate set
of parameter values, then compute the desired moments for comparison with
the data. We briefly discuss each of the six sets of moments we fit.
First, we fit the model’s steady-state education probabilities (corresponding to
values of i 2 in the model), using the random sample of all mothers in the NLSY79
(sample size of 2,478). Because the education probabilities must sum to one
across all four education groups we consider, we use only the proportions of high
school dropouts, some college, and college dropouts (leaving out high school
graduates), with weights of 16,817.81, 14,078.27, and 15,792.09, respectively. Table 2 reports these moments in the data and our calibrated steady state. The mean
weighted squared error (MWSE) for this subset of moments is 0.00013.75
Second, we fit key features on the male earnings distribution, using data from the
random sample of men in the NLSY79. Specifically, we fit (1) the model’s steadystate earnings distribution (mean and variance), conditional on educational attainment (i.e., E½W3 ji 2  and VarðW3 ji 2 Þ) for men aged 24–35, and (2) the covariance in
male earnings between ages 24–35 and 36–47 (i.e., CovðW3 , W4 Þ). In computing W3n
(W4n) for each individual, we first discount all earnings over ages 24–35 (36–47) to
age 30 (42), using a discount rate of r 5 0:05. We then calculate the average annual
discounted earnings (in $10,000s) over the available years for each person. Our total sample of men used in computing moments with only W3n is 2,969, while our
sample of men used in computing CovðW3 , W4 Þ is 2,372. Table C1 reports the conditional means and variances for W3 and CovðW3 , W4 Þ, along with their corresponding weights. The MWSE for this subset of moments is 0.65.
Third, we use data on all children aged 6–7 in the CNLSY to fit early-investment
factor scores conditional on maternal education (reflecting i2) and early and late
75
The MWSE for a subset of moments is calculated as the sum of weighted squared errors for those moments divided by the sum of the weights for the same moments.
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family income (W3 and W4, respectively). Our conditioning on family income is based
on whether parental income (maternal plus paternal earnings) is in quartile 1, quartile 2, or above the median.76 We use the following eight early-investment measures,
Znj, from the CNLSY: (1) 10 or more books in home, (2) musical instrument in home,
(3) child taken to music/theater performance at least once in past year, (4) child
taken to a museum at least once in past year, (5) child gets special lessons or does
extracurricular activities, (6) family gets a daily newspaper, (7) family encourages
hobbies, and (8) mother reads to the child three or more times per week.
Using all available children aged 6–7 born to the random sample of mothers, we
use principal factor analysis and the Thomson (1935) regression method to com^ n for each individual in the CNLSY sample (includpute predicted factor scores, F
77
ing oversamples). For interpretability, we rescale these factor scores by subtracting
off the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of scores based on the random
sample of children. Thus, factor scores are in standard deviation units. Altogether,
we calculate factor scores for 4,511 children. Table C2 reports estimated factor loadings aj, uniqueness variances j2j , and the factor scoring coefficients/weights wj
^ n jXn 5 x in
(scaled to sum to 1). Table C3 reports the conditional moments E½F
the data and as predicted from the model, along with the weights used for each moment.78 The MWSE for this subset of moments is 0.048.
Fourth, we use data on all CNLSY children’s educational attainment conditional on maternal education and early and late family income, where the conditioning groups are the same as those used in the early-investment factor score
moments just discussed. Our moments include conditional probabilities of the
high school dropout, some-college, and college graduate categories.79 To determine child education probabilities, we use highest grade completed at age 21 to
assign high school dropout status and that at age 24 to assign college attendance
and completion status. Table C4 reports sample sizes, probabilities, and weights
from the CNLSY data and the simulated education probabilities obtained from
our baseline calibration. The MWSE for this subset of moments is 0.0046.
Fifth, we fit period 3 average wages of all CNLSY children conditional on their
own education, parental education, and parental income when they were young.
We classify parental income and education as above and use average (discounted)
weekly wages over ages 24–35 for all children in the CNLSY.80 Because we consider
76
In calculating (period-specific) empirical income cutoffs for the first quartile and median, we use the distribution of average family income over maternal ages 24–35 and 36–47
(discounted at annual rate r 5 0:05 to ages 30 and 42) based on all mothers in the random
sample of the NLSY79. We use family income averaged over child ages 0–11 and 12–23 for
the CNLSY to categorize children by parental income in periods 3 and 4.
77
In practice, we obtain estimated factor scores that are very strongly correlated, using
either the Thomson (1935) or Bartlett (1937) estimators (i.e., correlation greater than
0.95). Scoring coefficients using the regression method do not necessarily sum to one
across all measures, so we rescale them to sum to 1, creating wj.
78
We estimate f0 5 21:07, f1 5 0:00085, and f2 5 0:0000001.
79
We do not include moments for the probability that a child is a high school graduate,
because this is simply one minus the sum of the other three probabilities we consider.
80
We drop observations with weekly wages less than $40 or greater than $2,500. To calculate more precise average wage measures for high school dropouts and graduates, we
also include weekly wage measures at ages 22–23. All wage measures are discounted to
age 30, using r 5 0:05, before taking individual averages.
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weekly wages for children (rather than annual income) to better reflect human
capital levels at younger ages, we rescale average wage measures by dividing by
the average wage for the full random sample. We perform the same rescaling with
the model counterpart, using W30 =E½W30 . Table C5 reports rescaled average weekly
wages, sample sizes, and weights from the CNLSY, along with the simulated rescaled period 3 earnings from our baseline calibration. The MWSE for this subset
of moments is 0.028.
Finally, we fit the fraction of older parents with zero or negative net wealth. In
particular, we match the fraction of parents in the CNLSY (based on the random
sample) who reported zero or negative net worth when the child was aged 17–19.
When more than one observation are available over these ages, we use the average value (with each observation discounted to child age 18). Based on the sample of 3,056 families, this share is 16.7%, while our baseline calibration yields a
22% share of old parents with zero or negative wealth (i.e., a4 ≤ 0). This yields a
squared error for this moment of 0.034.81

81

The weight placed on this moment for calibration is 22,012.41.

TABLE C1
Moments and Weights for Postschool Earnings W3 and W4 (in $10,000s)
Moment
E[W3Fhigh school dropout]
E[W3Fhigh school graduate]
E[W3Fsome college]
E[W3Fcollege graduate]
Var(W3Fhigh school dropout)
Var(W3Fhigh school graduate)
Var(W3Fsome college)
Var(W3Fcollege graduate)
Cov(W3, W4)

N

Model

Data

Weight

359
1,053
543
741
359
1,053
543
741
2,372

2.95
3.5
4.52
5.97
4.21
4.44
4.31
4.29
1.76

2.65
3.76
4.15
5.20
2.31
4.26
4.68
6.46
6.36

155.46
247.02
116.06
114.65
24.20
11.62
6.45
7.83
9.88

Note.—Estimates are based on the random sample of men aged 24–35 and 36–47 in the
NLSY79. Earnings are discounted to ages 30 and 42 for W3 and W4, respectively, using a discount rate of 5%. Moments and weights are based on average within-period discounted
earnings divided by 10,000.

TABLE C2
Early-Childhood Investment Factor Loadings, Uniqueness Variances,
and Scoring Coefﬁcient/Weights

Measure
101 books in home
Musical instrument in home
Child taken to music/theater
performance in past year
Child taken to museum in past year
Child receives special lessons/
extracurricular activities
Family receives a daily newspaper
Family encourages hobbies
Mother reads to child 31 times/week

Factor
Loading (aj)

Uniqueness
Variance (j2j )

Scaled Factor
Score Regression
Coefficient (wj)

.448
.367

.799
.865

.134
.100

.559
.518

.688
.731

.184
.161

.497
.299
.337
.370

.753
.911
.886
.863

.149
.079
.090
.103

Note.—Sample includes all children in CNLSY aged 6 or 7. All measures are de-meaned
before principal factor analysis. Thomson’s (1951) regression method is used to compute
factor score regression coefficients, which we rescale to sum to one before computing factor scores. Sample size is 7,312.
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TABLE C3
Early-Investment Factor Scores by Maternal Education
and Early- and Late-Parental Income
Parental Income
Quartile
Early

Late

N

1
1
1
2
2
2
3, 4
3, 4
3, 4

1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4

368
97
18
65
94
38
21
58
78

1
1
1
2
2
2
3, 4
3, 4
3, 4

1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4

409
182
32
112
218
155
50
175
519

Model

Data

Weight

A. Mother Is a High School Dropout
2.62
2.64
2.61
2.52
2.52
2.52
2.14
2.16
2.15

21.12
2.86
2.47
2.83
2.80
2.32
2.07
2.35
2.29

315.50
117.14
26.13
46.68
92.15
45.89
23.27
71.60
90.18

B. Mother Is a High School Graduate
2.44
2.60
2.62
2.47
2.64
2.65
.02
2.10
2.10

2.71
2.55
2.67
2.50
2.38
2.20
2.13
2.08
.18

400.94
185.70
25.06
107.65
288.02
171.75
91.31
266.73
791.04

C. Mother Has Some College
1
1
1
2
2
2
3, 4
3, 4
3, 4

1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4

2.26
2.37
2.42
2.24
2.22
2.22
.35
.39
.39

191
83
24
73
126
97
31
103
419

2.21
2.21
2.16
2.06
2.19
2.06
2.06
.02
.34

230.65
73.87
28.36
79.21
159.07
119.75
35.84
139.26
608.22

D. Mother Is a College Graduate
2
2
3, 4
3, 4

2
3, 4
2
3, 4

28
35
42
513

.64
.55
.69
.67

.52
.42
.37
.69

43.75
45.20
44.64
1,425.00

Note.—Average factor scores are based on all children aged 6–7 from the CNLSY and
have been normalized to have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one in the random
sample. The “Model” factor scores reflect predicted scores given by estimates f0 5 21:07,
f1 5 0:00085, and f2 5 20:0000001 (see table C2 and app. C for further details). Given
very small sample sizes, we do not include average scores for children with mothers who
graduated from college but were in the lowest income quartile at early or late ages.
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TABLE C4
Educational Attainment by Maternal Education and Early- and Late-Parental Income
Parental
Income
Quartile

High School Dropout

Some College

Early

Late

N

Model

Data

Weight

N

1
1
1
2
2
2
3, 4
3, 4
3, 4

1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4

451
113
29
63
104
37
17
58
68

.43
.40
.26
.41
.35
.24
.33
.26
.22

.49
.45
.41
.41
.30
.19
.12
.21
.25

1,804.00
452.00
116.00
252.00
491.49
231.25
156.11
345.03
351.24

395
110
28
44
93
35
9
39
55

Model

Data

College Graduate
Weight

N

Model

Data

Weight

395
110
28
44
93
35
9
39
55

.06
.06
.06
.08
.08
.08
.14
.14
.14

.03
.04
.11
.02
.06
.14
.00
.10
.16

15,429.69
3,047.09
291.36
1,955.56
1,488.00
270.06
91.13
405.83
401.75

363
162
28
83
165
118
26
95
250

.08
.06
.06
.07
.04
.04
.15
.12
.12

.06
.07
.18
.12
.19
.15
.08
.17
.28

6862.00
2396.45
184.09
762.17
1084.81
910.49
356.65
657.90
1234.57

A. Mother Is a High School Dropout
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.08
.09
.11
.10
.11
.14
.17
.21
.21

.16
.18
.07
.16
.19
.20
.44
.31
.33

2,885.32
723.21
414.20
321.40
581.25
208.21
32.04
176.55
248.98

B. Mother Is a High School Graduate
1
1
1
2
2
2
3, 4
3, 4
3, 4

1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4

418
187
35
110
214
153
45
149
378

.27
.21
.15
.23
.20
.15
.18
.17
.12

.34
.27
.40
.27
.21
.20
.16
.18
.11

1892.26
965.91
140.00
543.21
1273.05
956.25
328.71
979.62
3933.40

363
162
28
83
165
118
26
95
250

.13
.12
.14
.13
.14
.17
.24
.32
.35

.26
.28
.21
.27
.25
.29
.50
.38
.36

1875.00
800.00
158.73
428.72
892.37
582.72
99.96
395.67
1085.07

C. Mother Has Some College
1
1
1
2
2
2
3, 4
3, 4
3, 4

1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4
1
2
3, 4

203
89
26
50
116
80
27
76
263

.17
.15
.07
.18
.15
.09
.10
.10
.08

.24
.28
.04
.16
.11
.18
.00
.12
.10

1097.89
439.51
650.00
365.23
1132.81
554.02
757.04
697.89
2922.22

176
74
22
31
87
67
14
44
167

2
2
3, 4
3, 4

2
3, 4
2
3, 4

23
21
27
245

.11
.07
.06
.06

.09
.10
.11
.03

273.48
233.33
263.67
7561.73

12
15
6
114

.15
.20
.27
.17
.30
.40
.36
.45
.51

.31
.19
.45
.29
.34
.28
.43
.41
.34

831.76
486.52
84.58
146.50
377.60
330.86
53.83
176.00
756.00

176
74
22
31
87
67
14
44
167

.10
.07
.06
.08
.07
.07
.19
.21
.22

.11
.14
.09
.16
.24
.24
.14
.18
.32

1831.43
640.14
261.59
226.44
470.53
362.36
108.03
289.28
756.00

12
15
6
114

.42
.31
.54
.64

.33
.27
.67
.58

49.98
70.89
22.19
456.00

D. Mother Is a College Graduate
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.21
.44
.26
.18

.42
.60
.17
.30

46.14
57.67
35.69
538.75

Note.—High school dropouts (less than 12 years of schooling) are measured as of age 21. Individuals with some college (13–15 years of completed
schooling) and college graduates (16 or more years of completed schooling) are measured as of age 24. Data are from CNLSY. Given very small sample
sizes, we do not include child education probabilities for children with mothers who graduated from college but were in the lowest income quartile at
early or late ages.

TABLE C5
Relative Average Child Wages by Own Education, Early-Parental Income,
and Maternal Education
Child’s Education, Mother’s Education,
Early-Income Quartile
High school dropout:
High school dropout:
1
2
3, 4
High school graduate:
1
2
3, 4
Some college:
1
2
3, 4
High school graduate:
High school dropout:
1
2
3, 4
High school graduate:
1
2
3, 4
Some college:
1
2
3, 4
College graduate:
2
3, 4
Some college:
High school dropout:
1
2
3, 4
High school graduate:
1
2
3, 4
Some college:
1
2
3, 4
College graduate:
2
3, 4
College graduate:
High school dropout:
1
2
3, 4

N

Model

Data

Weight

286
63
28

.709
.709
.709

.846
.845
1.074

1,253.00
456.92
75.49

208
96
56

.709
.709
.709

.818
.913
1.107

1,154.23
477.61
141.00

74
33
25

.709
.709
.709

.844
.811
1.306

253.16
256.77
63.91

217
81
39

.847
.836
.796

.877
.992
.907

1,128.69
438.53
188.21

246
153
128

.852
.863
.835

.918
1.026
1.105

1,135.56
425.06
388.37

114
61
60

.866
.862
.804

.886
1.025
.987

640.28
207.65
197.59

11
20

.796
.735

.639
1.098

74.04
37.69

71
31
29

1.080
1.081
1.081

1.122
.999
1.074

181.12
102.54
55.51

136
77
114

1.079
1.076
1.081

.945
1.059
1.268

800.59
242.12
257.01

57
51
56

1.079
1.078
1.089

1.000
1.056
1.058

226.64
201.85
155.87

12
19

1.091
1.100

1.518
1.170

17.18
81.15

19
9
12

1.425
1.425
1.427

.891
1.141
1.629

159.64
26.29
21.73
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TABLE C5 (Continued )
Child’s Education, Mother’s Education,
Early-Income Quartile
High school graduate:
1
2
3, 4
Some college:
1
2
3, 4
College graduate:
3, 4

N

Model

Data

Weight

32
53
63

1.426
1.426
1.425

1.262
1.127
1.326

55.52
193.89
138.04

29
36
45

1.421
1.420
1.421

1.340
1.197
1.119

95.57
219.68
185.84

47

1.434

1.054

154.56

Note.—Wages are relative to average wage for the random sample (CNLSY). Ratios are
based on average weekly wages over ages 24–35, discounting all wages to age 30 at a 5%
discount rate. Average wages for high school dropouts and graduates also use measures
from ages 22 and 23. Data are from CNLSY. Conditional wage moments for groups with
very small sample sizes are dropped.
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